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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to develop a preliminary perspective on the public
acceptability of the Solar Satellite Power System (SPS) Proqram, and a means to
monitor it. The report begins with a discussion of various recent trends that have
made public acceptance of large-scale programs more important - and also more difficult - to achieve. Some elements of the public acceptance process are described:
an issue or progran becomes known, opinions form and evolve, coalitions often develop and the public debate heats up. Interests (usually organized groups) who
feel most directly affected learn and develop viewpoints about a given proposal
before the general public does. In terms of this process, the SPS program's
existence currently is virtually unknown to the American public. Environmental
and energy interest groups know about the program, although many of these groups
have as yet taken no official position. Increasingly, the SPS concept, once considered fanciful, is being taken more seriously by energy planners, public officials and concerned interest groups.
A literature review and informal contacts with interest groups likely to take a
position on the program reveal a number of concerns (anti-SPS arguments), as well
as potential benefits (pro-SPS arguments). The concerns expressed include:
environmental issues (microwaves, high altitude air pollution from space launches,
land use), the program's cost in dollars, energy and other resources; communications interference; military implications; o\'mership and control of thP. system
(particularly strengthening ti1e power of utility rnonopolies); SPS as representing
a centralized, high technology "hard" energy policy (rati1er than a decentralized
smaller-scale "soft" approc1r.,;h); and the fear that SPS might dominate solar R&D
budgets at the expense of decentralized solar technologies. Pro-SPS arguments
stress its efficiency compared to terrestrial solar applications (i.e. virtually
continuous exposure, no atmospheric attenuation). The program could be a major
contributor to solving America's (and the world's) lo~g-term energy crisis. It
would improve our balance of payments; create many jobs both directly and through
technology spinoffs; advance the space program; strengthen the U.S. pos;don as a
world leader in high technology; provide a great boost to American nationai pride;
and would be environmentally preferable to alternative power generation technologies (e.g. coal, nuclear).
International non-governmental public acceptance is discussed. The growing internationalization of the environmental movement is noted; the focus of this movement
presently is dominated by cpposition to nuclear energy. In Europe, the tnvironmental movement has succeeded in causing cutbacks in many governments• plans to
expand nuclear power; the bitter battle over the Narita International Airport near
Tokyo indicates d new level of political activism in Japan.
A discussion is presented of techniques that may be available to help clarify and
achieve consensus among the cr·nflictiq impact perceptions, priorities and val:ies
of interests who may te affected by SPS. Techniques such as Cost-Benefit Analysis,
~re considered as not useful for public acceptance efforts, because they do not involve active dialoaue betwe~n the analyst and those whose ~iews are of interest. Recently emerging co~flict avoido.nce and. resolution techniqu~s (e.g. environmental
mediation, multilateral policy negotiation) shouid be considered for use by the
SPS program.
Several key issues in SPS acceptability are: the outcome (and credibility) of
future research into program environmental and nnn-environr11ental impacts, and the
comparison of SPS impacts with those of tiiternative energy options. The report
concludes with recommendations for future research.
v
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I. INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND
The Department of Energy and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

are investigating a potential new source of energy called the Satellite Power
System {SPS). The SPS concept involves placing a satellite equipped with large
(roughly 100 square kilometers) solar cell arrays in orbit around the earth.
The energy collected by the satellite is converted to microwaves and then beamed
to a receiving antenna (rectenna) on the ground. The rectenna facility, including a microwave buffer zone is estimated at roughly 200 square kilometers
in size. Each rectenna will provide 5000 megawatts (five gigawatts) of electrical power to the utility grid. This paper, which is being prepared for the
Department of Energy under subcontract to PRC Energy Analysis Company, constitutes
part of a broader assessment of the potential societal impacts of the SPS program.
OBJECTIVE AND TASKS
This paper has as its overall objective, the development of a preliminary perspective on the public acceptability of the SPS concept and a means to monitor
it. To achieve this, the report willi
1) delineate the primary ways in which SPS would tend to influence
the "quality of life",
2)

describe those spectfic SPS benefits and impacts that are likely
to be crftical to public acceptance,

3) describe pos.sible procedures for judging how the public (both
domestic and foreign) may balance SPS impacts and benefits,

41

recontnend additional areas for future study.

SCOPE
This study includes sections that discuss:
1) why public acceptance is important to SPS,
2)

the process of public acceptance of large-scale programs,

3)

the present status of the SPS program in tenns of this acceptance
process,

4)

the major issues and arguments that are offered on both sides
(pro and con} regarding SPS,

5} SPS and non-governmental public acceptance abroad,
-1-

6)

the techniques that are available to better understand the conflicting impact perceptions, values and priorities of affected interests
and also to attempt to resolve these differences and achieve a
concensus of views,

7)

the areas of additional research that could be performed to clarify
the public acceptance issues raised by the SPS program.

CONSTRAINTS
·1he study of public acceptance of a project that will first become operational
roughly 25 years from now poses an inherent problem in trying to extrapolate
from current conditions to the state of public attitudes at some future time.
The future context for public attitudes will almost certainly be considerably
different from the current context in ways that cannot be predicted. Nonetheless, since developing a preliminary perspective on a project's acceptability
is advisable if unnecessary obstacles are to be avoided, one has no choice but
to deal with current conditions and trends that are emerging or appear likely
to emerge.
In terms of specific data about its characteristics and potential impacts,
the SPS program is still more on the level of a "concept", than a welldefined project. For purposes of this study, the two systems definition
studies prepared for NASA's Marshall and Johnson Centers, and the July 1978
reconciliation of the two, served as our "Project Description." No
comprehensive assessment of SPS program impacts yet exists. Thus no thorough
comparision was possible of predicted impacts (based on technical analysis)
vs. impacts perceived as likely to occur by concerned interest groups.
A listing of anticipated areas of impact, based on a review of program
documents, is included as an appendix to this report.
For the above reasons, as well as because the state-of-the-art in attitude prediction does not yet permit it, no conclusion is offered as to whether the SPS
program ultimately will be "acceptable" or "unacceptable".
WHY PUBLIC ACCEPTABILITY IS CRUCIAL
A number of trends in American society have combined to make the consideration
of public acceptability an increasingly important part of the process of developing large-scale (and private) projects. These include: the realization
in recent years of limitations in the natural environment's capacity to absorb
the impacts of an industrial society; the passage of the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), as well as other Federal (e.g., the Clean Air Act) and state
and local laws and regulations to control and reverse environmental degradation;
the requirements of environmental legislation for direct public involvement in
the project review and approval process; the passage of public disclosure

..,2-

legislation such as the Freedom of Information Act; trends in the judicial/
regulatory arena that have made it easier for those interests who perceive
themselves as adversely affected by a project to use the legal system to protect
their interests ("standing to sue 11 ) . Other factors that deserve mention include:
a general decline in the reservoir of trust and goodwill towards government,
the rise to prominence of public interest organizations (e.g., Conmon Cause,
the Nader organizations) to lobby and otherwise serve as watchdogs of the public
good as they define it; and the growth of single issue political organizations
and behavior as illustrated by adherents of the consumer, or environmentalist
movements.
Increasingly, trends such as those noted above have resulted in vigorous opposition and often in delay or outright cancellation of controversial projects and
programs. Achieving a broad consensus of support for major projects has become,
at the same time more important- and more difficult - to achieve. Thus, identi~ing and understanding the concerns of interests who perceive themselves tc
be affected by a specific proposal, and then establishing mechanisms for attempting to resolve conflicts that arise from competing values and perceptions, are
of great importance to a project such as SPS.
Some projects or programs do not become controversial except in the context of
siting a particular facility or set of facilities. However, when large-scale
conmitments of public funds are required to develop a particular program well
in advance of facility siting, significant controversies can develop surrounding
the R&D commitment, as competing viewpoints on policy and priorities for resource allocation come into play. SPS can expect to encounter opposition both
in the near-term, when the debate concerns policy, priorities for appropriations
of public funds and general issues (environmental and non-environmental), and
also later, when site-specific regional and local issues become more prominent.
The emphasis of this White Paper is heavily on the more general, pre-siting-related issues. However, we also will attempt to identify some of the sitingrelated issues that will bPcome more important as the SPS program proceeds.
THE PROCESS OF PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE
Public acceptance is a dynamic, and fundamentally political process. It begins
with the discovery that a given proposal exists at all, followed by growing
recognition that the proposal is under serious consideration (as opposed to a
fanciful dream). Information is gathered sufficient to develop an initial position (sufficiency of course being in the eyes of the beholder); then, over time,
these initial viewpoints are modified (or reinforced) so that they become more
solid and firmly held. Allies and opponents are identified, coalitions of some
~ort often develop; the debate can become quite heated and adversarial in nature.
As the debate crystallizes and polarizes, a political consensus may form on
either side, which is sufficiently powerful to either advance the project or
achieve its delay or outright cancellation. Often, an indication of whether this
consensus yet exists is the fate of appropriations measures, i.e., if the political consensus is anti, then appropriations bills are defeated, if the consensus
is £.!:Q_, appropriations bills pass. Compromises between the go/no-go extremes
often occur, in the nature of larger or smaller appropriations, accelerated or
delaying funding and development schedules, etc.
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Recent history has demonstrated that neither side of a controversy simply gives
up the fight after a particular skirmish, no matter what the outcome. Opposition
often extends all the way through project development into and through construction, and even into operation. The ongoing battle over nuclear power is an
example of this: the Seabrook nuclear project is partially constructed, yet the
battle continues. In California, the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant is completed and the battle continues; in Oregon, anti-nuclear interests are trying to achieve
revocation of operating licenses of functioning facilities such as the Trojan
nuclear plant.
The distinction between the general public and organized interest groups is
crucial to the entire public acceptance process (and to this White Paper). The
process of gathering information and forming viewpoints clearly spreads out from
those who perceive themselves as having some interests directly at stake in a
particular proposal. This can be an economic interest (e.g., profits, or alternately, business losses), or a strongly held value perceived as affected (e.g.,
environmental protection). Organized interests get involved first, be they
"public interest" groups or "special interests" (e.g., trade associations). The
"general public's" knowledge of and viewpoints on proposed projects or programs
develop later than those or organized interest groups. In crude terms, the
analogy of the courtroom can serve to illuminate the dynamics of this process.
Groups representing the various affected interests argue their case before the
court of public opinion. For federal projects involving public funds, Congress
and the Executive may be regarded as the trial judges, presiding over the debate.
and by their actions (in supporting or opposing appropriations) issuing their
rulings. The general public serves as the appellate court system, through the
electoral process, endorsing or refuting Congressional/Presidential decisions
in the polling booth. Often, at some point in the development process, the
legal analogy becomes more directly appropriate, as projects and programs are
challenged in court.
PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE AND SPS:

WHERE DOES THE PROJECT STAND NOW?

In terms of the crude model of public acceptance described above, where does SPS
stand at present? Is SPS' existence known to interest groups and/or the general
public? Is it taken seriously?
As Dr. Peter Giaser, SPS' inventor recalls, when he first proposed the solar
satellite in 1968, the idea "elicited a po1ite smile and total disbelief".
(110)*. Other journalistic accounts of the project use phrases such as "pie in
the sky" (123) or "ludicrous" {68 ) to describe initial reactions a decade ago.
However, this clearly has changed. In a May 1978 article, the Christian Science
Monitor's natural science editor indicates that "the Sunsat concept has begun
to outgrow the phase in which most power engineers, energy planners and Congressmen tended to dismiss it as a futuristic vision ... Although "the Sunsat concept has faced considerable skepticism ... sun-power satellites, beaming solar
energy from orbit, may be a far-out idea whose time is beginning to come". (44)
Interestingly, SPS is included in a recent article about how far-out ideas
often cannot be dismissed out of hand because changing conditions make something
appear feasible that once looked absurd; SPS is treated as an example of "a
previously cockamamie idea now in the throes of becoming respectable". (110)
*Text references throughout this report are indicated by the number in parentheses.
Thus, (110) refers to Reference Number 110, which is found in the References and
Bibliography section of this report.
11
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Among the factors that must be considered responsible for SPS achieving a measure
of respectability are:
1) the dramatic increase in energy prices that has stimulated the search·
for alternative energy forms, and
2) the emergence of "an enthusiastic rooting section ... in Congress
for the concept" ( 92), stimulated in part by "aerospace and nuclear
power suppliers ... lobbying in favor of Sunsat on Capitol Hill since
the early 1970 1 s. 11 (92)
The commitment of $15.6 million by the Department of Energy and NASA for study
of the SPS concept is indicative of the distance SPS had come by the beginning
of 1978.
However, 1978 clearly is the year when SPS has begun to come into its own. Three
major events substantiate this, each of which has contributed to public awareness
of SPS. These are:
1)

the introductior., corrrnittee hearings, floor debate and eventual passage by the House of Representatives (by a margin of 267-96) of the
Solar Power Satellite Research Development and Demonstration Act of
1978, which would add $25 million above existing funding levels for
SPS R&D in fiscal 1979,

2)

the formation in April of this year of the pro-SPS lobbying organization, the Sunsat Energy Council, headed by Dr. Glaser and with representation on its board of directors of many leaders in the high
technology industrial and scientific community, and

3)

the growing popular interest in solar energy as reflected by widespread participation and support for Sun Day, the Carter Administration's announced colTTilitment (on Sun Day) of an additional $100 million
for solar research and by the ongoing high level solar policy review.
This review included a series of eight public meetings in different
cities (the last held in mid-July 1978), to get public input to the
formulation of a comprehensive national solar energy policy. SPS
apparently was only lightly mentioned by DOE speakers at these
meetings (17 ). In the materials distributed in this public participation effort, roughly one page (out of 70-odd pages) describes SPS
as one of the solar energy options.

In summary, there is no available evidence to date that would indicate anything
more than a minimal level of awareness of SPS as a specific proposal by the
general public. It is likely however, that a threshold of basic awareness among
certain interest groups (such as the environmental and solar energy community)
has at least been crossed in recent months. Representatives of a number of these
interest groups were contacted informally in the coursP. of this study. All those
contacted had heard of SPS; several indicated that they felt SPS was already
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fairly well-known within the solar field, based partly on a surprisingly (to tl1e
respondents) large number of comments (reportectly mostly negative) offered by
attendees at the Domestic Policy Council public meetings (165).· Unfortunately,
the report on the DOE public meetings is not yet available.
Because public awareness and opinion spreads outward from interest groups to the
general public; because the general public has not yet begun to deal with SPS
as an issue, whereas interest groups are beginning to address the issue,
and because it is through organized groups that public viewpoints will be most
vigorously expressed (through press releases, lobbying activities in Congress
and perhaps ultimately in the courts), the study of SPS acceptability (as well
as activities to influence program acceptability) must focus on the views of
organized interests, expressed in the media (including interest ~roup publications) and through personal communication.

-6-

II.

LITERATURE SURVEY AND ANALYSIS

WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?
The following section describes the various project impacts and policy
issues that are likely to be critical to the public acceptability of the
SPS program. This classification and description of issues (both adverse
project impacts and potential project benefits) is based on a review of
published sources dealing directly with SPS and/or with issues related to
potential program impacts. It aiso is based on informal persor.al contacts
with interest groups and individuals concerned vJith issues raised by SPS,
and to a lin1ited extent with people involved in the project (such as Dr.
Peter Glaser).
Articles, papers, etc. by SPS advocates were central to developing the
description of SPS benefits, in effect pro-SPS arguments; expressions of
opinion by SPS opponents were equally important in developing the list of
adverse imp3cts or issues of concern. General int~i2st media reports
(e.g., newspaper articles, Time Magazine articles) as they reflect a
(relatively) unbiased selection of the issues to be highlighted for the
genei~a1 public, and because they reach by far the largest audience, were
perhaps the most important source of information as to w~at is viewed
as significant about the SPS program.
A discussion of the concerns, or issues that pose potential problems for
SPS acceptability, are presented first; the discussion of beneficial impacts,
or pro-SPS arguments, follows. Issues of concern are surrmarized in Table I
(p. 8); potential benefits are s~mmarized in Table II (p.20).
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
The dominant issues of environmental concern, acknowledged by proµonents
and opponents 3like, relate to potential impacts of the microwave power
transmission system.
Mi crg_waves -- Health anq_ Safety (Norma 1 Opera ti ans)
Micr01vaves' potential fer damaging living organisms (people and non-hwn<:r.
biota) is an issue that has been growing since microw~ve ovens began to be
sold in increasing numbers in the early 1970's ( 41 ). Public concern
has increased in the last several years with the publication and "unexp2cter~ly
large sales" (41 ) of Paul Brov1der's "alarrr.ing" ( 22 ), TJ_1e Za_Jlping of America,
and with widespread publicity over the irradiation of the U.S. embassy in
Moscow, with suspicions of adverse health effects on some Embassy personnel
and dependents. Since March of this year alone: the General Accounting
Office issued a report expressing concern about microwaves because of rapid
increases in their use in American society and their potential for harm
to public health (158); the popular CBS television program 60 Minutes
presented a microwave risks segment in June, 1978 (a repeat of an earlier
-7-

TABLE I SPS PUBLIC ACCEPTABILITY - ISSUES OF CONCERN
Environmental Issues
o Microwaves - Health and safety
o Microwaves - Ionosphere impacts
o Launch Vehicle Emissions - Ozone depletion, increased terrestrial
UV radiation
o Land Use - (Particularly rectenna facilities)
o Noise/Sonic Booms - Launch and recovery operations
Non-Environmental Issues
o Microwaves - Convnunications impacts
o Microwaves - Accident potential
o Potential for Military Applications/Vulnerability
(Primarily international acceptability)
o Program Costs - Financial and resource commitment
o Ownership and Control - (Including centralized control of energy)
o Energy Policy - "Hard" vs "Softr: technology
o Potential Internationalization - (Effect on domestic acceptability)
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broadcast with additional commentary), that included considerable ccverage
of the view that exposure levels below current U.S. standards are potentially
hazardous; ABC Television's program 20/20 presented a series of program
segments in July, 1978 on low-level radiation ~roblerns, in general; Newswee~
included a microwave risks article in the July 1978 issue; Time in the
August 28, 1978 issue. It is clear that the microwave healthfssue is a
growing and potentially pm·Jerful one. Exposure standards are at the heart
of thz debate; "there is also mountin·;i pressure to reduce the linrit for human
exposure (74 ).'' Almost without exception microwave articles m2ntion the
disparity between U.S. and Soviet exposure standards. (Soviet standards
for occupational exposure are 1000 times stricter than current U.S. standards;
general exposure standards in the USSR are stricter still while there is
as yet no U.S. general public exposure standard.) (15 ) However, there is
little mention in the American media concerning enforcement of the Soviet
standards; for example, the military reportedly is exempt from the official
standards in the U.S.S.R. (86).
As currently conceived, SPS mfcrowave ~xposures at the edge of the rectenna
and its buffer zone would be 'J.1 mw/cm, whi2h is 100 times 10~·1er than
the current U.S. exposure standard (10 mw/cm )_, but still 10 times highr~r
than the Soviet occupational standard of 0.01 mw/cm2. 1-lcwever, 'ft must be
noted that Dr. Glaser argues that SPS could be designed to meet ~~atever
future exposure standards are developed; that it is fundamentally an engineering
problem that can be solved (174).
All of the environmental/energy interest groups contacted exµres$ed co~cern
about the SPS microwave issue. However, while environmental groups are
generally cognizant of the "electronic pollution" issue, not much serious
attention has yet been devoted to it. (171) Environmental Action published
a microwaves article in early 1977; Environmental Action and-theSierra Club
Bulletin both published revie\vS of Brocieur's book, with considerable \andessentially uncritical) acceptance of Brodeur's thesis of a wid2spread
governmental (particularly miiitary) coverup of the dimensions and implications
of the problem (57 ). There also have been a number of recent (and current)
cases where microwaves (or other forms of low-level, non-ionizing radiation)
have been central to the project's development or ultimate disposition.
To cite several relatively minor loca1 battles: the town of Wilton, Connec~
icut prevented construction of a 370-foot microwave radio tower on grounds
of its negative environmental impact anrl possible safety hazards (40 ); in
Portland, Oregon, local citizen protests blocked a proposed television
broadcasting tower (74 ). More important. however, are several military
projects that have encountered pr~blems because of non-ionizing radiation:
the SANGUINE/SEAFARER submarine commuriications project and the PAVE PAWS
early warning radar system project.
SANGUINE/SEAFARER
The SANGUINE/SEAFARER project would use extremely low frequency (ELF) signals to
conmunicate with our strategic nuclear submarine fleet while the submarines
remained deeply submerged to avoid detection. Si nee the ear'ly 1960' s the Navy
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has tried to develop a number of ELF communications systems: SANGUINE
(hardened against attack, near-surface deployment), SEAFARER (soft, nearsurface depl~yment) and SHELF (super-hardened, deep underground deployment.
The SHELF system will not be discussed here. Although ELF and microwave
signals are not identical, both SEAFARER/SANGUINE and SPS represent
low levels of non-ionizir.g forms of electromagnetic radiation, and there is
concern about the health effects of ELF as well as microwave radiation.
SEAFARER/SANGUINE was controversial from its inception. Originally proposed
for a Wisconsin site (as SANGUINE), Wisconsin was then dropped as a potentiJl
site by the Secretary of Defense in 1973 in the face of environmental
opposition. When a modified version of the project (now called SEAFARER)
was proposed in 1975, it was tentatively sited in the Upper Peninsula of
Mic~igan, with sites also considered in Texas, New Mexico and Nevada.
Although none of the latter three sites was selected, public opposition was
strongest in Texas, partly because of concerns that ELF radiation would
sterilize cattle and ruin the beef industry (54 ). However, the Michigan
site was the Navy's first choice and aroused by far the strongest opposition.
While other issues also were controversial (the possibility of the area
becoming a nuclear attack target, wilderness impacts), possible ELF radiatior
health effects was a major issue. Various ad hoc local citizens groups
were formed; in a May 1976 referendum in five affected counties the project
was voted down by margins varying from 2. 5 to 1 to 7 to 1. ( 135).
Significantly, the Navy was accused of suppressing studies that showed
potential adverse health effects (27 ). In an attempt ~o resolve the iss~e.
a special panel was convened by the National Academy of Sciences to review
ELF health effects. This panel produced a report that stated that the
likelihood of serious adverse health effects was very small. However, the
composition of this panel was attacked because three of its 16 members
were accused of being biased before the fact in favor of the minimal adverse
impact position because of previous work they had done (26 ).
It is noteworthy that President Carter announced after he was elected
that the project would not be developed in Michigan if the people of
the areas affected did not ~ant it located there. In August 1977,
Governor Milliken of Michigan announced that the system was not welcome in
Michigan. Thus is this case a single state was given the right (informally)
to reject a program that, because it is a national security project,
affects all state~. As of this writing, ultimate disposition of the
project \no-v1 called ELF) is unknown; it is still receiving appropriations
for development, but no site has been approved.
PAVE PAWS
This project is a microwave radar system proposed by the Air Force for
long range (3000 miles) detection of airborn objects. Two sites were
chosen: Beale Air Force Base near Yuba City, California and Otis Air
Force Base on Cape Cod in Massachusetts. The installation at Otis AFB began
initial testing and alignment in April 1978. Although the Air Force contends
that PAVE PAWS will beat the U.S. 10 milliwatt standard "by a factor of 1000"
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( 90), citizens grouos in both Massachusetts (the Cape Cod Environmental Coalition) and California (Citizens Concerned about PAVE PAWS) filed lawsuits in both
locations. The n1icrowave health issue is the substance of the controversy. Although the California suit was a~0ndoned after the judge refused to allow a
change of venue to consolidate the California and Massachusetts lawsuits, the
Massachusetts lawsuit has not yet been resolved. The Air Force has agreed to
prepare a full Environmental Impact Statement on the project; its ultimate disposition is unknown at this time.
The potential adverse effects of the SPS microwave beam on non-human
biota (e.g., birds flying thorough the beam) should also be mentioned
as a possible public acceptance issue. While it may be secondary to the
human health issue, the existence of numerous interest groups concerned
with wildlife and ecology issues renders it a likely source of future
controversy.
An additional point must be made about the radiatio~ issue. There is a
growing concern about the health effects of low-level ionizing radiation
in American society. The Deoartment of Health, Education and Welfare is
leading a study of this isst..2, "a project that may turn out to be the
biggest medical research program since the smoking studies of the 1960's."
(114) The focus of this investigation \'Jill be on 300,000 to 400,000 military
and civilian personnel who participated in nuclear weapons testing from the
late 1940's to the early 1960's, and on severai hundred thousand employees
of government nuclear facilities (114).
What is important for the SPS program is that the public recognizP and
understand the distinction between ionizing radiation (gamma rays and X-rays),
which has the capacity to dislodge orbital electrons, thus creating celldamaging ions, and non-ionizing forms of radiation (e.g., microwaves), which
do not. If this distinction is not graspPd by the public, then SPS may
unnecessarily be caught up in a controversy which does not apply. This is
a problem that can only be addressed hy educational and informational
activities.
Microwave (Environmental) Impacts on the Ionosphere
The possible adverse impact on the ionospher2 cf the microwave power
beam (thermal effects) is frequently mentioned as a concern. Program
proponents, such as Dr. Philip Chapman of Dr. Glaser's staff, concede
that much remains to be learned about the ionosphere, and that the implicat)0ns
of ionospheric modifications are not well understood and require careful study
(167). Some SPS critics ta1k of possible clim0tic modificctions, perhaps
on a hemispheric scale, and of possible "greenhouse" effects and increased
rates of skin cancer (36 ). This concern may reflect some confusion between
the ionosphere and the ozone layer, which are at different altitudes (the
ozone layer is much closer to the earth's surface). There i?_ thought to
be a connection between depletion of the ozone layer and increased levels
of ultraviolet radiation and consequent higher skin cancer rates. However,
Dr. Chapman contends that there is no connection between possible SPS
ionosphere impacts and the ozone layer.
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There is, nevertheless, an acknowledged (by proponents and opponents alike)
potential SPS-related ozone problem, stemming from launch vehicle emissions.
Launch Vehicle Emissions and High Altitude Air Pollution
The large number of launches required to carry SPS materials into earth orbit
will produce high altitude emissions that are a legitimate cause of serious
concern. Ozone depletion and the associated increased uiologically harmful
UV levels is an issue that was significant in several recent controversies.
The possible threat to the ozone layer of chlorofluorcarbon emissions
from aerosol sprays has resulted in the removal of such propellants from
many commercial products over the past several years. However, this
issue, while it may appear to have died down at present, amy be only temporarily dormant. A June 1978 article in Environmental Action notes that
aerosol sprays represent only 25 percent of the U.S. chlorofluoroca~bon
(CFC) production; that only Sweden joined the U.S. in restricting CFC use
(while about 20 other countries did not); and that increased ultraviolet
exposure possibly may have genetic effects in addition to the skin cancer
problem. (126) Thus, at least within the environmental community, there are
forces trying to keep the fluorocarbon/ozone issue alive.

A more directly relevant \to SPS) controversy regarding ozone destruction

is the debate in the late 1960's and early 1970's over developing an American
SST. The ozone issue (as well as other relevant issues such as noise,
sonic booms and economic viability) was widely used by environmental
organizations such as the Sierra Club and Friends of the Earth, in their
successful effort to block the American SST's development (31 ).
Land Use Concerns
SPS land use impacts are a frequently mentioned concern, particularly among
environmental groups. The focus of this concern is largely on the large
land areas required to site rectennas for a 60-SPS (or more) system. Both
the size of the total land area that would have to be committed and questions
about committing land to SPS that could be better put to alternative uses
are emphasized (165). Possible broader SPS land use implications (e.g.,
relocating energy intensive industry near rectenna sites to minimize transmission distances, altering current land use patterns to permit use of
desirable rectenna sites) have not yet been raised explicitly either in
the popular press or by concerned interest groups. However, this land use
aspect might be subsumed in a more general concern about SPS' centralizing
implications. Further, given that land use issues receive close scrutiny
by regulatory agencies as well as environmental interests in the environmental
review process, this issue can be expected to emerge as SPS develops. Land
use issues are likely to become most prominent, however, in the context
of SPS facility siting rather than in the near term debate over policy and
R&D priorities.
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It is noteworthy that most expressions of concern about SPS land use impacts
did not attempt to compare SPS to alternative power generation technologies.
NON-ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
Microwave Impacts on Corrnnunications
SPS microwave interference with a wide range of communications, including
radio and television broadcasts, CB and police radios, and radio location
and navigation systems is one of the most frequently expressed concerns
about SPS.
The popular press usually focuses on radio and TV broadcasts and CB and
police rad10 to characterize the problem, perhaps because these affect the
general public most directly and immediately. There is little indication
of a detailed understanding even within t~e environmental/energy community
of many of the specific problem areas (e.g., ionospheric changes and potential
effects on communications systems that use the ionosphere to propagate radio
waves, interference with users of frequencies near the proposed SPS operating
frequency, competition between SPS and communications satellite systems
that also use geostationary orbits and possible localized interference near
rectenna sites). However, the pervasiveness of potentially affected communications
systems in modern society (domestically and abroad) render this a potentially
crucial public acceptance issue.
As yet, communications interference i.n general has not become a major
political issue, although there are indications that it might increase in
importance, for reasons such as the astounding proliferation of CB radio
use (an estimdted 30 million CB units in current use in the U.S.}. Communications
interference legislation was introduced in the Senate this year by Senator
Barry Goldwater, and hearings were held in June. Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) staff indicate no knowledge of any major programs that
have provoked major controversies because of communications interference
(166) although some concerns about television and telephone interference
were expressed by groups opposed to siting the Navy's ELF communications
project in Michigan (see earlier discussion of SANGUINE/SEAFARER).
FCC staff indicates that the Commission receives frequent complaints from
individuals whose automatic garage doors open mysteriously in the night,
or whose TV programs are interrupted by a CB radio user shouting "Breaker,
Breaker" , etc. ( 58) .
·
The construction of high-rise buildings in urban locations has provoked
citizen anger over interference with the quality of television reception.
For example, in Los Angeles in 1972, homeowners near several new 44-story
skyscrapers in Century City were up in arms over the degradation of their
TV reception. Cable television was available as an alternative for these
residents, so the problem was resolved through negotiation with the
skyscrapers• developer, rather than through litigation (55 ). The preceding
cases are cited not to trivialize the SPS communications problem (all of
these cases represent small scale/local controversies); they merely indicate
public sensitivity to interference with co1T1T1unications systems that play
a major role in their lives.
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Accidents/Military Applications/Vulnerability
SPS critics talk .about the microwave beam's "potential to cook the entire
world's population" (36 ). Goth the possible inacivertent ir-radiation of
a populated area caused by accidental misdirection of the
m and the
possibility of the beam being used as a weapon are mentior
In April,
1978 Congressional comnittee hearings both of these. issues
r'e raised,
as was an SPS-dependent America's ·vl!l nerabil ity to des true t: :11, of its po1oJer
satellites. "SPS proponents had no guarantees that either cvt:nt might not
somehow come to pass, as opponents were at pains to point out." (41 )
The accidental misdirection risk was not heavily emphasized in informal
discussions with concerned interest groups, although this concern might
have been subsumed under the broader microwave risk issue. Th2 potency of
the accident risk issue with ether energy technologies has been amply
revealed in the nuclear power and LNG controversies. Many analysts feel
that there is a growing tendency toward risk aversion regarding new technologies
(171). This suggests that the microwave accident issue may well play a role
in the future SPS debate.
Concern about perceptions of SPS as a potential weapon is shared by advocates
and opponents alike. SPS is characterized as "a potentially iethal weapon"
in a strongly anti-SPS article in the "counter-culture" magezinc Mother Jones
(78 ). The article cites Dr. Aden Meinels of the University of Arizona.--who argues that "you don't have to convert an SPS into a weapon, it is a
weapon al ready" ( 78 ) •
SPS proponents respond that the low power density of the SPS microwave beam
renders it useless as a weapon (167). However, they acknowledge that the
mere existence of sucn a major power source in space, ar.d the space tecrnology
capabilities implied by the program (heavy lift launc·h capability and lv.rgescale space construction), as wen as the possibility of COilCealing a weapon
in such a large space structure, render the military implications a potentially
serious issue (167). Thi5 military implications issue obviously is most
powerful in terms of international acceptability; foreign governments and
populations would have to be satisfied that SPS posed no threat to their
.
security and sovereignty. Because it is difficult to imagine the international
community accepting on faith that SPS poses no military threat, Dr. GlasP.r
and others feel that some form of internationalization of the program, be
it merely international inspection, or international control, probably is
unavoidable (174).
Congressman Richard Ottinger argues that because SPS is so vulnerable to
the presumed Soviet ability to destroy orbiting satellites, it would have to be
viewed by the Soviets as having a first-strike capability, and would create a new
level of problems with arms control (36 ). Although this aspect of the
issue was not raised by any of the interest groups contacted, the existence
of powerful constituencies concerned about the arms race, suggests that this
m~y be a powerful future public acceptance issue, domestically as well as
internationally.
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Cost Concerns
.Along with micrmvaves, program cost issues are the most comnonly expressed
concern about the S?S program. The total capital investment in developing
SPS is recognized as extremely large by advocates and opponents alike, although
advocates emphasize the fact that the size of the SPS investment must be compared
to the massive investn1ent required to generate equivalent amounts of energy
by alternative means. Further, SPS opponents are skeotical about the cost
estimates thus far develo~ed, feeling that they underestimate the ultimate
development cost. The uncertainties inherent ir1 long-range predictions of
costs render these estimates "ridiculous" (165). "TherP is nothing that they
(the space industry) propose that does not end up being two to three times
more expensive than their estimates." (36)
Beyond the total number of dollars required, SPS critics emphasize the size
of the "up front" investment -- the dollar (and energy) commitment that \·1ould
be required before any energy and. revenue Hould be produced. (165)
The assertion that an operatinnal SPS system would produce large profits is
disputed as unrealistic, and is compared to the overly optimistic "projections
made two decades ago for nuclear po\'1er (138); the projection that the cust
of SPS-generated electricity 1vill be competitive also is questioned (76L
11

However, the most coml'T'on cost- re 1a ted concern, which 1vas expressed by a 1iilGS L
every solar/environmencalist organization contacted, is the fear that
SPS will drain a large proportion of the limited resources that could otherwise
be spent on R&D and commercialization of decentralized terrestrial solar
technologies. As a staff member of the Solar Lobby put it, ''\.,ie c<ln't afford
to develop SPS and at the same time do the other thin~s th3t need to be
done" (173). Put another •day, "every dollar spent on solar satellites will
not be spent on terrestrial solar research and conmercialization (36).
This argument about financial priorities, is directly related to the arguments
about energy priorities that will be discussed later.
SPS opponents are quite cynical about the motivations of the large corporate
business interests that support SPS. "The industry itself sees the sol~r
satellites as a potential boon ... it l'lould call for a long-term commitment
of billions of dollars in industry contracts for hardware. It therefore came
as little surprise when a coalition ot the concerned companies recently
fanned a non-prof it corpora ti on called the Suns at Energy Counci 1 to 'educate'
federal decision-makers ri.bout the benefits of solar satellites." (138)
SPS is "a collosal boondoggle"; it is big business' "w:iy of cashing in big
on solar energy's popularity", according to Congressman Richard Ottinger (160).
Ownership and Control_l_!_ncluding Centralized Ccntrol of Energy)
Most interest groups contacted, particularly "appropriate technology", solar
and environmental groups, are concerned with who would control the SPS system,
and specifically the centralization of control of energy that would be implied.
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Decentralized energy, partfcularly solar applications (e.g., collectors
on every roof} is seen as potentially liberating individuals from the power
of.centraliz~d utility systems (78}. The so-called "soft" energy path,
wh1ch emphasizes community-based smaller scale energy systerr.s has a strong
political component. To quote from Mother Jones, "Their (SPS) development
would make utility monopolies even stronger than they are now. At a time
when solar power holds out the promise of decentralized energy emanating
from people's rooftops and local windmills, SPS would generate eriergy that
must be centrally distributed." (78).
A more conspiratoral view is expressed
by Norman Burnett in a ~Jashington Star
article titled "Who O\'lns the Sun. 11 After describing solar advocatc;s views
that solar energy is the people's energy source ... just waiting to be harnessed
in a non-exploitative way, immune to the i1redations of big business Clnd big
government. he goes on to say that "I realize that if a way can be found
to confiscate the sun's rays for private gain, Big Power is already in the
best position to find it", even though "the sun is ours, not the po·11er
company's. 11 (30).
11

,

Interestingly, not all the environmental/energy interest groups contacted
expressed this conspiratorial view. For example, the Energy Issues Coordinator
for the Sierra Club Legislative Office in California expressed the viewpoint
that the utilities and centralized energy systems in general 11 are here to
stay" and must be expected to play a role in solar energy's future (171). A
solar expert who serves as a consultant to the Natidnal Center for Appropriate
Technology indicated the view that centralized energy is a fact of iife,
and that the vision of .a totally decentralized solar society contains a large
element of myth (181). Even Mother Jones concedes that Dr. Glaser is correct
when he says that 11 some degree of centralized electrical distribution will
be needed indefinitely, even if all our houses sprout solar panels. {78).
11

Our literature review and informal group contacts, suggest that not much is
yet known about possible SPS ownership and control arrangements, beyonci the
recognition of a "problem area--namely that of control and centralization by
1arge industrial concerns. 11 (143) This same ~eport defines the "prob~err'' by
claiming that in Dr. Glaser's 11 big picture", industry would be the prim<1ry
developers and beneficiaries of the entire system.'' They attribute to Glaser
the suggestion of some sort of arrangement akin to Comsat, vJith Congress
chartering a corporation 11 to own the entire system and sell stock to utilities
and other companies interested in cashing in on space electricity". (143).
Although Mother Jones attributes to Dr. Glaser the view that SPS somehow must
be international to cope with possible foreign perceptions of SPS as a weapon,
neither this article nor any of the others reviewed (or any interest groups
contacted) commented in any way on the possibility (or desirability) of
international ownership or control.
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Nonetheless, if international acceptability forces some form of internationclization of SPS, this could create comolications for SPS in terfTlc; of dor.:estic
acceptability. So•:eral recent and ongoing situations suqgest that tll1Si:1aybe a sensitive issue: l) ihe vehemence with whi cf! a i arge segment of
American society opposed the Panama Cana 1 Treaty as a "gi vea\'lay'' of c:.ornethi ng
that belonged to the U.S.; and 2) the reluctance of the American government
(among others) to acc~pt the Third World position (in the UN Law of the
Sea Conference) that an nations must share in the benefits of the exploitation
of the ocea11 1 s mineral resources, regardless of who has the capability to
actually exploit th0se resources.
Energy Policy Concerns
The arguments discussed previously about spending priorities (SPS will drain
funds from RW on other energy tech no 1ogi es, par ti cul at·ly decentra 1i zed
solar) and about centralization of control of energy supply by large utilities,
all relate to a fundamental disagreement about the energy policy which
American society should pursue.
There is a body of opinion that is increasingly critical of centralized,
high technology, capital intensive energy systems. This view disputes the
argument that the qualit.Y of life is direstly linked to the size of our GNP,
which in turn is dependent on high (and increasing) levels of energy cons•Jmption.
The link between high energy consumption and GNP has been challenged (122);
the measure111ent of quality of life only in ternis of energy consumption is
held by som2 to overlook factors such as environmenta1 quality (122).
Centralized energy with its extensive distribution network is attacked as
inefficient and costly (96 ). Development of renewahle sources of energy;
energy technologies that are decentralized, locally based and en a sca~e
appropriate to end-use needs; and increased emphasis on conservation (through
less energy-intensive life styles and through more efficie11t technologies)
are offered as alternatives to the present energy policy (96). It should be
noted that some analysts contend that foregoing arguments ignore the rol2 of
abundant energy supplies in ensuring opportunities for upward economic and
social mobility among the lower socio-economic strata. (122)
To proponets of the "soft" energy path (in which renewable solar energy
obviously would p1ay a major role), SPS is a corruption of the promise of
solar energy. It is called "the worst possible \·Jay to use solar energy" by
a staff mernber of Solar Action (173); "a perversioP of the present concept:s
of solar energy" (3.6). To quote Amory Lovins, "Brooklyn 13ridge--like
satellites in outer space do not sutisfy our criteria, for they are ir.g~nious
high technology ways to supply energy in a form and scale inappropriate to
most end-use needs." (96).
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Other critics couch their objections to an energy policy which includAs SPS
on practical, rather than µhilosoritical ground:;. Relatively simple and lol'Jcost decentralized solar techi1c~r:;c;i~:s offer mere i:nmediate ~hort-term benef·;ts
because much of the tcchnoloqy is-a1t':c>dv avililable "off the shelf" (168),
and represent a better use o~ l~mited fu~ds available for energy research (165).
The fear that a large scale c:or;1mitn:ent to SPS can only come at the expense of
decentralized solar research budgets is a recurring tneme 0f SPS critics,
as previously mentioned.
However, it must be remembered that SPS represents renewable energy J.nd is
a solar project. Thus, even \'Jithin the environmentalist/appropri:J.te tecrnolugy community, some who t.:.i!-.:~ the: vie1·i that a degree of centralized energy
production is unavoidable, do not have thoir minds closed to SPS, becduse
the alternative centralized technologies (coal, nuclear, including breeder
reactors and fusion) are seen as having r otential drawbacks (e.g., CO"
buildup, nuclear proliferation) that may outweigh the perceived adver~e
impacts of an SPS system (181 ).
1

Even among SPS opponents in the solar community, there is a recognition cf
the possibility that SPS may be viewed favorably by Congtess and tt1e public
because it is a solar project (173). The general popularity of solar
energy, as evidenced by th2 response to Sun Day, is thought to have played
a major role in the House passage (by a wide margin) of HR 12505, the SPS
RD&n Act of 1978.
Other Concerns
Several other potential issues are mentioned by various SPS critics, although
less frequently than those already discussed. These include:
l)

SPS will contribute to the perceived emerging problems concerning
the environmental and health impacts of high voltage power lines
that would be required to distribute SPS electricity (173).

2)

Too much of the SPS resource commitment is for space technology
and operations rather than for energy production (173).

3)

The noise and sonic boom impacts of launch and recovery operations
(165,171).

4)

SPS will lead to increased American dependence on imported mineral
resources (3 6) .

5)

Internationa1 complications -- usually phrased in terms of the need
for international agreements concerning orbits, frequencies and
assurances that SPS could not be used as a weapon (143).
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SPS BENEFITS
Advocates and opponents alike co1Kede that the most compellir.g arguments for
SPS stem from the fact that it exoloits a renewable and effectively inexhaustible
energy source (tLe sun) and that ·it uses solar energy more efficiently thar.
do terrestrial applications because of almost continuous exposure and because
the ·intensity of solar energy in space is not reduced by the earth's
atmosphere.
Beyond these inherent technical characteristics, potential economic, political,
technological,social and environmental benefits are described.
SPS as a Solution to the U.S. (and lforld)

En~

Crisis

SPS could be a major element of the solution to the long-term energy supply
problem that faces American society, as \·Jell as the rest of the \'!Orld. The
system could directly supply A substantial portion of U.S. energy needs.
This would reduce our relianc2 on imported energy supplies and improve our
bal~nce of trade, with obvious political and economic benefits.
Dr. Gl~ser
offers a further argument: merely proceeding with the development of SPS
could t1elp slow oil price inflation, even in advance of SPS operation, by
putting the oil cartel on notice that alternati 11es are o~; the horizon (67).
The fact that an SPS could be directed to beam energy to much of th~ world
allov1s SPS, conceptually at least, to help solve energy problems every•.::12re.
Thus, SPS might allow the United States to export electrical 2nergy or at
least to export energy technology. The balance-of-trade benefits of en2rgy
and/or technology export are obvious. However, SPS advocates 2lso suggest
political benefits. For example, SPS conceivably could be used to supply
energy to the world 1 s "have nots', and thereby help provide the ener·gy
resources required to improve the standarJ of living in the developina
world (75).
~PS

as Baseload Solar Energ..z.

SPS advocates argue that, with the possible excc:ption of ocean thermal
energy (OTEC), which has geographical limitations because of the need for
relatively high occ;an v:ater terrmeratures, SPS is thP only solar technology
that can supply true baselnad ~ower. Even certralized terrestrial solar
applications are inherently limited by the diurnal cycle and consequent
energy storage p"'ob~cms (although the argL1ment is often made that enei (JY
storage is i:ln engineering problem that ovc:ntuallv •·Jill be solved). This
is also directly relevant to the discussion of S~S ootential for aiding
economic development abroad. Decentraliz~d solar energy cannot supply
energy in sufficient quantities to support heavy industrial use, whereas
SPS obviously could. This factor mig~t be: particu·1arly impo1·tant to lan:ie.
developing countries. such as India, whose: indu5trial development is hind~red
by the lack of domestic oil or high-grade coal re:,erves (45).
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TABLE II

SPS PUBLIC ACCEPTABILITY - POTENTIAL BENEFITS

o Most efficient use of renewable solar energy
o A solution to the U.S. and world energy crisis

o The only true baseload solar energy system
o Would generate large number of jobs
o Energy development and utilization of outer space combined in one
program
o Potential for technology spinoffs
o Enhances U.S. position as

lead~r

in high technology

o Environmentally preferable to alternative technologies such as
coal and nuclear
o Psychological Benefits - Boost for morale from solving energy crisis
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Interestingly, 60 percent of the respondents to this survev 1\1ere ho'1eful
that electric power could be generated in soace for use on earth" (24 ).
Among the 49 justifications for the space program to \-.'hich reactions were
solicited, power generati0n in space 1·.'as tl1e tenth most popular.
Surveys conducted for NASA in 1974 reveal that attitudes toward the Space
Program are slightly more favorab1e than unfavorable, although space technology
ranks fairly low on the public's list of important priorities. Programs
dealing with the environment, eRrth resources and ene1·gy appear most attractive
tc the general public; programs dealing hasica1ly with sp~cc exploration
(e.g., manned spac( flights to Mars or the moon) receive r~lativ~ly littl0
support (113). These findings &re generally consistent with D1·. B~inbridges
findings. Both tbe Nf~.s.n. study a. . 1 ur. Bainbriciqe found so;;1e support for
"corr.;nunication with inte1li~1ent beings from other plane"'.s'. >;1~hougl1 it
is speculative, it moy be that the popularity of t\'JO recent movies "Close
Encounters of the Third Kind" and "Star vJars" has, at least te1nporarily,
increased popular interest and curiosity about non-terrestrial intelligent
1i fe.
Of interest is the fact that favorable survey responses to specific NASA
programs, and to the space effort in general, increase with increased
knowledge. That is, when specifics about the space program are explained
to individuals, then responses become more favorable. ' 1~ brief i:irscription
of NASA and its accomplishments'' given to respondents prior to asking
for an opinion on the space program in general increased favorable ratings
from 41 percent (without any description) to 65 percent (with description)
and reduced unfavorable ratings fr~n 35 percent (without description) to
15 percent (with description). (113)
1

Space Industrialization
Another element of the pro-SPS arguments that stem.from t~e,~ene~its ~f program
space activities is the program's stimulus to the rndu~tria.'.zat10n
s ace. Space industrialization is seen by some as ~ fi~ld wi~h great ~conomic
~tential. A recent study for NASA by Science Appl1~at1on~, 1 n?. pr~dicted
~hat by the year 2010, new space industrialization ~1nclud1na ~ 0 tell1tet
power technology) could produce close to 2,000,000 Jobs, add f1om $2~0
$800 billion to the GNP, improve the U.S. bal~nc~ of ~1~ade by}s muc a~
$50 bi 11 ion and r;roduce tax revenues of $20 bi 11 ion. \ 134) A_,voca t~s ~
space industrialization also argue that this is a.field.that tn~ Ur11te_
States cannot afford to ignore, because other nations will not ignore it,
and thus 'if we don't, somet.Jody else will.' (75}

°

.

°

Technology Spinoffs
Space industrialization also embodies the notion of ~e~c~ici~l SPS te~hno~ogy
spinoffs, another cori;1rcn ju.;tification for space activ~ties 1 ~ 9e~era an
for SPS in oarticular. Among the most visible practical applications of
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space technology developed from the space program are miniaturization of
electronic components, improvements in computer technology, plus a variety
of new products such as heat resistant coatings, synthetic lubricants and
light, high strength metals. (137)
Specifically related to SPS, the argument is offered that the improvements
in solar photovoltaics required for SPS would be directly benefi-cial to the
development of terrestrial solar photovoltaic technology. Some critics
are somewhat skeptical of this, arguing that direct R&D investments are a
much more efficient way to achieve desired technological advances, than
relying on spinoffs (181).
Surveys of public attitudes toward space programs indicate that spinoffs
or "side benefits", while important,are not decisive in overall views
toward space activities. The 1974 NASA study cited earlier revealed that
42% of those surveyed feel that side benefits are important, but "that the
money would be better spent directly in the areas where the side benefits
have been obtained. Eight percent feel the side benefits are not important
compared to NASA s primary objectives; and 35 percent "feel the side benefits
have made the Space Program worth the money." (113) Dr. Bainbridge's
1978 study found that "Although they accept the notion of spinoffs, Americans
do not seem very excited about other benefits to industry and employment."
( 24)
1

SPS and the U.S. as a Leader in High Technology
Closely related to the space utilization arguments are the views that SPS
would be a stimulus to the U.S. position as a world leader in science and
technology. Our technological leadership. in this view, is central to
the hea 1th of the American economy, as we 11 as a great source of national
pride. There is growing concern that our position of technological leadership
has been slipping, as other nations outspend us in research and development.
Between 1971 and 1976, patents granted to Americans declined by 21 percent,
while at the same time, the number of people involved in non-defense R&D
in Japan grew to a level approaching the U.S. total--with a population base
less than half our size (73).
This perception of the potential consequences of an emerging R&D Gap" was
forcefully expressed by Rep. Wyler during the House debate on the SPS R&D
JI.ct of 1978. In responding to critics of the bill, Rep. Wyler argued that if
every energy proposa 1 is rejected, then our nation is going to end up on
the international junk pile because all the nations in the world are moving
ahead of us in technology. A~d if there is one thing that is true of our
country and that is the one thing that can set it apart in maintaining our
standard of living, .it is our technology. 11 {36)
11

11

Public Attitudes Toward Science and Tedlnology
Of direct relevance to public response to the SPS technology argument are
public attitudes toward science and·technology in general. There is an
element of American society that is 0ecoming increasingly concerned that
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the science and technology are a mixed blessing.

This view holds science

and technology responsible for having unleashed the nuclear genie from the

bottle, and having made genetic tampering possible through recombinant DNA.
The recent annual Science Indicators report of the National Science Board
to the President noted a "growing concern about their (science and
techn?logy) cultural side effects, e.g., on life styles and values, and
espec1al~y about the effects of new technologies." (106) A representative
of the Sierra ~lub offered the view that new technologies, in fact, do
seem to be subJected to closer scrutiny for their potential adverse implications
than ever before. (171)
However, the NSF study finds that ''the public continues to have an overwhelming!y positive reaction to science and technology. Over 70 percent of
the public expressed favorable views in 1976, the same percentage as in 1972
(a 1974 survey revealed even more favorable attitudes). Thus, even though
much of the public feels that science and technology have c~used at least
some of our problems (106) there apparently is still a reservoir of positive
sentiment.
·
Positive Environmental Factors
SPS advocates see the program in favorable environmental terms, in contrast
to the strong environmental concerns expressed by many critics. While some
of this apparent contradiction relates to disagreements about the potential
SPS impacts, the heart of the disagreement rests on a comparison of potential
SPS impacts with the impacts of alternative energy technologies (e.g., coal
and nuclear). SPS proponents argue that SPS operations, in contrast to
alternative technologies, would produce no wastes or toxic products, would
not use up scarce natural resources, would radiate waste heat of power
generation to space and not to the terrestrial environment, and while
SPS land area requirements (i.e., rectenna sites) appear large, they are
comparable to alternative technologies (e.g., for comparable power output,
less land would be required for an SPS than would be required to strip the
equivalent amount of coal). (71)
Some proponents, recognizing the uncertainties surrounding microwave environmental issues couch the environmental issue in somewhat more conditional terms. For example, Representative Gammage in the House floor
debate on the Flippo bill {the SPS R&D bill passed recently by the
House) states: "If the energy can be safely beamed to Earth, their
(solar power satellites) environmental impa~t may be the lowest of any
currently envisionable energy source." (36)
Some SPS critics take exception to a favorable environmental evaluation of
SPS relative to other energy options. This is not because they prefer
coal or nuclear technologies, but because they consider an alternative
energy policy based on conservation, terrestrial photovoltarics, solar heating,
biomass conversion, windmills, etc. to be preferable to SPS or the other
centralized high technology options. (78)
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Psychological Benefits
Other arguments offered by SPS proponents are more emotional and psychological
in nature. VJilliam Gordon of Rice University argues that SPS can be an
inspiring goal for the people of the United States and that its accomplishment
would be a great source of national pride (69 ).
Peter Glaser sees SPS as having the potential for changing public perceptions
of the future by demonstrating that the energy crisis can be solved and
by opening up the possibility of the industrialization and eventual colonization
of space. The SPS progr~m even in its early stages "may help dispel current gloom
and restore the classic American confidence in t~e future." (67 ).
The Consequences of Not Proceeding with SPS Development
Some SPS proponents stress that not developing SPS may threaten the basic
economic viability of American society, holding that SPS may be the only
viable energy alternative for the U.S. for the next 30 to 40 years. (99)
This view rests on a comparative evaluation of SPS with the other conceivable
energy alternatives, and is based on an apparent conclusion that the other
alternatives have more severe technological, environmental and/or societal
problems associated with their large-scale implementation.
A less extreme version of this position holds that we cannot affort nol_
to pursue SPS as an option, at least until its benefits and costs can be
more clearly established. Thus, SPS should receive sufficient funding
so that the go/ne-go decision can be made in a timely fashion. Then if
other energy technologies do not prove out, for whatever reason, the U.S.
will not face economic disaster because of catastrophic energy shortages.
Siting-Related Issues
Thus far we have considered only issues that deal with public acceptance
of the SPS program as a whole. The impacts and issues of concern discussed
so far deal largely with national' policy and priorities and with broad
environmental factors. These issues are fundamentally independent of where
specific SPS facilities (e.g., rectennas, launch and recovery facilities)
may be sited. The land use concerns previously discussed deal with the
size of the total land commitment, and merely note the concern that land
areas desirable for SPS may also be desired for other uses. This is consiGered
appropriate because, in the near term, the debate o'!er SPS will be in terms
of whether or not the program should proceed at all, rather than specifics
of where program activities should take place. Siting-related controversies
will certainly arise when the program evolves to the point where facilities
must be developed. However, the nature of the specific controversies that
can be ex~i:·cted to arise in the context of SPS facility siting vii 11 be
considerably different than the national debate. Although some of the
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substantive issues wiil be the same (e.g., microwave risks, c0111Tiunications
effects, accident potential, jobs, centralized control of energy supply),
the focus will be much more heavily on the specific regional and local
implications of these issues. Further, much more attention will be focused
on more localized air quality, water quality, growth, life style, etc.
implications.
It clearly is premature, and is in fact impossible, to attempt to assess the
likely acceptability of siting SPS facilities in specific areas, as specific
sites have not yet been identified. Public reaction is assumed to be a
function, in part, of impacts in the specific area in question. Unavoidablv,
project impacts depend on ambient conditions in the siting area. as impacts,
by definition, are incremental effects on a preexisting situation or
environmental setting." For example, the same amount of air pollutant
emissions would have a different impact in an area where air quality already
is degraded than in an area where the air is clean. Further, attitudes
differ in different areas; impacts that are acceptable to the population
of area X, may be unacceptable to the population of area Y. For example,
Area X residents could have strong pro-economic growth attitudes and could
decide that the jobs produced by a given project were more important to them,
than the associated air pollution. The Area Y population could make the
opposite decision--that maintaining environmental quality was more important
than a project's economic stimulus.
11

11

11

11

11

It is likely, however, that the following kinds of issues will have to
be included in assessments of the local and regional acceptability of
siting SPS-related facilities:
1 ) Air qua 1ity
2)

Water quality and availability (particularly in the aird and semiarid areas of the Western U.S.)

3)

Habitat impacts, including alteration or destruction, food chain
disruptions, flora and fauna species diversity, effects on migration
patterns, and endangered/threatened species.

4)

Land use effects, including land use competition, alteration of
existing land use patterns and compatibility with existing land
use plans.

5)

Economic effects, including jobs and public revenues produced,
possible disruptions to the existing economic base, the economic
effects of increased energy supplies and local attitudes toward
gr<Mth and development.

6)

Social effects, including effects on rural lifestyles of population
grCMth (particularly during construction phases), i.e., "boomtown"
effects.
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7) Aesthetic effects, both of project facilities themselves and of
project-related growth.
8)

Cultural resources, including archaeological and historically
significant sites and, particularly, impacts on Native American
interests.

Regionalism is likely to play a part in the context of SPS rectenna siting,
as individual state governments or regional groupings of states (e.g., the
Rocky Mountain states) decide whether SPS fits into their own regional,
as opposed to national (or local) perspectives of a desirable energy,
environmentdl, economic and socio-political future. Increasingly, as part
of a broad trend toward decentralization noted by analysts such as John
Naisbitt of the Center for Policy Process, individual states and regions
are insistir.g on developing their own policies on energy and resource issues
(34 ). Examples of this trend are widespread; the Rocky Mountain states
fighting the rapid development of their coal and oil shale resources on
environmental, social and watc~ resources grounds; the Rockies opµosition to
siting large power plants in their states to serve the needs of distant
urban centers in the northwest and/or in Southern California; California's
laws that are making it virtually impossible to develop new nuclear facilities
there, as well as California's insistence on making its own LNG siting
decisions, regardless of federal agency wishes.
This regional perspective has not yet surfaced regarding SPS. However, it
is likely to be important as this policy decer.tralization process continues
(if it does).
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INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

(NON-~OVERNMENTAL)

Environmental activism outside of the United States has become increasingly
widespread in recent years. Paralleling domestic interest group formation
in many ways, citizens in a number of other countries have joined forces
to advocate or oppose policies and projects on environmental grounds. Their
effectiveness has been noteworthy, and includes: a widely acknowledged
role in voting a government out of office after 44 years (Sweden), serious
interference with the opening of a $2.6 billion dollar airport and causing
reconsideration of planned airport expansion and of related projects (Japan)
and stalling the construction of nuclear facilities throughout Western
Europe.
SPS raises a variety of issues of international concern which must be resolved
at an early stage of development. Many of these issues can only be treated
through formal intergovernmental negotiation or via channels provided by
international agencies (e.g., the International Telecommunications Union).
Among these are the assignment of geostationery orbital slots and transmission
frequencies, the sharing of resourres, costs and benefits, control and
sovereignty, etc. Of concern here, however, are non-governmental aspects
of international public acceptance; legal, diplomatic and political issues
involving formal governmental relations are presently being addressed in other
reports.
Foreign populations are potentially as diverse as the American oublic in their
responses to SPS. Their effectiveness in advocating their roints of view on other
projects was indicated above and will be further documented in these pages.
The importance of international public opinion can be overlooked only to the
detriment of a balanced assessment of potential SPS contributions to
mankind's energy budget.
For our purposes, foreign populations can be usefully divided into several
groups, permitting us to identify shared general characteristics
within these groupings which may influence the devel~pment of ~o~ernmental and
and non-governmental attitudes towa.rds SPS. As a primary cond1t1on, responses to
environmental issues are ot present interest where these responses are
judged to be of a spontaneous, or at least independent nature. Excluded,
therefore, are public expressions organized by governments to show support
for official policy. On this basis, the public acceptability of SPS to tlte
populations of Eastern bloc countries is regarded as more appropriate for
diplomatic and le~al analysis, and will not be considered here.
The range of countries broadly grouped as Emerging, Less Develooed, Third
World, Non-Aligned, etc. is too great for useful analysis. Some· (e.g., Cuba)
share an approach to domestic policy with the Eastern bloc, ~ j will not
be considered. More important, however, is the relative economic development
of the countries and the sheer size of their populations. Brazil and India,
for example, with rapidly growing industrial bases, have a vastly different
potential for public response to SPS than do Chad or Guatemala. Countries
of limited size and level of development are held to be of lesser interest
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only from the perspective of non-governmental public acceptance. Observation
suggests strongly that public expression regarding international issues is
of limited significance in comparison with governmental opinion, which has
been excluded from present consideration.
The larger and richer nations in this group have to date exhibited relatively
little public interest in environmental issues. In the absence of a better
model, it is useful to assume that environmental movements will eventually
develop in response to actual o:-- perceived
imri1inent ifllpacts resulting from
technological development. Such movements will probably be patterned in
some way after those in North America, Western turope and Japan, although
the earliest expressed concerns may come from governments rather than private
citizens (e.g., Iran, where the major impetus for development of air
pollution control has come from official sources). Almost certainly, there
will be differences among nations with respect to tactics and style of
expression, reflecting differing traditions and present conditions. Just
as likely, however, is the probable similarity of the types of issues around
which movements will coalesce, as anti-nuclear movements in Germany turn to
the courts to delay unacceptable nuclear projects, and Japanese activists
hotly contest developments which threatens rural lifestyles. We conclude,
therefore, that public responses in larger developing countries cannot
comfortably be predicted to differ in many significant ways from those in
countries where activist movements already exist. Although environmentallyoriented public attitudes in these countries will probably have little
influence during the early stages of SPS development, a decision to implement
SPS at the rate of two satellites per year beginning around the year 2000
would probably allow enough time for environmental movements to develop
in some countries where they do not yet exist.
The citizens of the industrialized nations of Western Europe. Japan and Canada
constitute the public outside of the United States which is likely to take
a position for and against SPS in the reliltively near future. The level
and tenor of public awareness of SP:. will obviously be critical to the
acceptability of the concept and the implications of its development.
Awareness of SPS in the United States is still rather limited, as noted
elsewhere in this report. In other industrialized nations, even less has
been published or broadcast. An article in a recent issue of the British
publication of New Scientist (123) notes that satellite solar collectors
are more efficient, that output is less interruptible, that land use problems
would be smaller than with ground based collectors. SPS is described as
suitable for international participation, both for research and construction
of components. Rrieily mentioned are the problems of impacts of repeated
shuttle launchings, effects on the ionosphere, and possible radio frequency
interference (123).
Reportedly, an article earlier this year in Die Stern exposed the Germanspeaking public to SPS in similarly favorable terms, including references
to the possibility of German industrial participation, and tne existence
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of a Gennan SPS design; a BBC-TV program called "Spaceships of the Mind"
included a favorable segment on SPS during 1977; and a Japanese publication
on Japan's involvement in space programs listed SPS as an area of potential
involvement, including the possible contribution of substantial funds for
R&D (167).
Critical mass media descriptions of SPS in non-U.S. publications are not
known to the author, though it is reasonable to conclude that this is due
more to the lack of knowledge about SPS than to the possibility that none
will appear. Criticism such as those in the Mother Jones article (78 )
(cost, microwave risks, military potential, increased centralization of
energy distribution, etc.) will almost certainly find some, perhaps a great
deal, of support in other countries.
In the absence of significant international public awareness of SPS, the
possible responses of foreign populations can only be extrapolated from
known responses to other issues and trends now emerging. Several examples
are cited below. The reader is urged to keep in mind the uncertainties in
predicting public behavior, while at the same time respecting the weight
of evidence of past behavior as an indicator of possible future actions.
Pan-Nationalism
Of growing importance to an understanding of international public acceptance issues is the formation of interest groups with membership drawn from
several countries. As with single-nation groups, such international coalitions can form around a single issue, such as the proposed French fast breeder
reactor at Creys-Malville. Several thousand of the 30,000 demonstrators
were reported to be German, Belgian, Swiss and Scandanavian (89 ).
Their opposition to nuclear facilities in their own countries (see below)
presumably motivated these demonistrators to offer support to their French
colleagues. Of significance here is the possibility that a public response
in one country, pro or con, to SPS, may generate active support in other
countries, and not merely passive sympathy.
Of more potential significance in the long run is the still small Friends
of the Earth International (FOE!).· Sixteen countries were represented at
the seventh annual meeting, held in Brussels in November, 1977, including
Great Britain, France, Sweden, Australia, New Zealand, the United States,
Belgium, Canada, Holland, Italy, Japan, Spain, Germany, Mexico, Switzerland
and Greece (100). Most of the countries represented have functioning Friends
of the E~rth (FOE) organizations, although some appear to be quite small
(the.Me~1can gro~p claimed 30 members); the Greek participant reported that
publ1c lnterest at home was emerging in response to proposed nuclear facilities,
and that "this is an auspicious time to establish FOE/Greece" (100).
!his loo~e coalition o~ national F~E's is a precedent-setting example of
1nternat1onal cooperat1on among pr1vate citizens who share canmon values
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and priorities. The motivation to activism is heavily dominated by opposition
to nuclear energy; the 1977 meeting issued a resolution which concludes:
FOEI "Resolves: To use all means at its disposal to promote the orderly
abandonment of nuclear power and the adoption by the peoples of the world,
by national governments, international agencies, and other institutions,
of soft energy strategies - inspired by principles of freedom and. autonomy".
(100}.
It is probable that FOEI will express itself on SPS when a larger percentage
of its members become aware of it, and will concern itself both with policy
as well as specific implementation issues.
European Nuclear Energy Programs
Following the abrupt rise in oil prices in 1974, Western European governments
accelerated or drafted plans for developing nuclear energy to cushion their
reliance on oil from abroad. Despite the lack of conventional energy sources,
these same governments have b~en forced to curtail their ambitious development programs in the face of energetic, sometimes violent protests with substantial grass-roots support.
Nuclear power was a major issue in the Swedish national elections in 1976.
A year earlier, it was already recognized a5 a key issue 090 ); Olaf Palme s
Social Democrats lost control of the Swedish government after 44 years in
power following a campaign in which the victors, led by Thorbjorn Falldin,
vigorously attacked the government's pro-nuclear policies. Palme attributed
his defeat to the nuclear issue (190), although other observers give weight
to a variety of domestic issues, of which nuclear energy was only one.
1

In Germany. the government has cut back its plans by a third (from 45,000
megawatt capacity by 1985 to 30,000 megawatts) following a series of protests
and demonstrations (162). One such demonstration, in Grohnde, resulted in
injuries to 80 demonstrators and 237 of the reported 4,000 police who were
there (162).
Opposition to nuclear energy in France has already led to one death and at
least 20 injuries at Creys-t1alville (89 ). The Socialists, led by Francois
Mitterrand, have suggested holding a national referendum on nuclear er.ergy,
although President Giscard d Estaing has declared that to be unconstitutional;
the Communist Party has lined up with the Government on this issue, and
against the Socialists (89). A Dutch public opinion poll indicates that
more than half ot the Dutch population is against nuclear energy; opposition
to government plans for three nuclear plants and the burial of wastes was
reported in the NY Times (89 ).
1

Italian opposition, while partly based on cost, also draws on fears of a
population made sensitive to pollution by the explosion at a chemical plant
in Seveso in 1976, 30 miles from a proposed nuclear site (88 ). FOEI
reports that 50,000 signatures were obtained urging modification of siting
laws (100).
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In Great Britain, Sir Brian Flowers, the fonner head of the Atomic Energy
Authority, has called for caution in developing new facilities. A Royal
Commission headed by Flowers has expressed serious doubts about the plutoniumfueled reactor now under development (146).
The evidence cited above leads to the conclusion that activists in Western
Europe have effectively advocated an anti-nuclear viewpoint, and that governments have responded by scaling back their nuclear programs. While other
factors have probably also contributed to this response (cost, effective
energy conservation, \'/aste storage uncertainties) the lack of acceptability
of nuclear power to many Europeans is clearly a contributor.
The capacity of Europeans to mount an effective campaign on an energy issue,
and the fact that energy generation is by far the most sensitive environmental issue in Europe, suggests strongly that these same groups will take
a position regarding SPS, if they feel that their values and prioritie; would
be affected by SPS.
Land Use and Quality of Life
The stonny opening of Tokyo's Narita International Airport on May 20, 1978,
is merely the most recent episode of an 18 year long controversy. The
increasing momentum of post-war recovery, symbo 1i zed for many by the opening of the 125-mph Bullet Train between Tokyo and Osaka, apparently led to
a governmental decision to build a completely new airport for Tokyo rather
than to expand Haneda Airport, which some officials favored 020).
The site was selected in 1966; the first demonstrations in opposition took
pl ace in the same year (120 ~ .
Objections to Narita include resentment of forced expropriation of land from
local farmers, objections to the noise of both aircraft and the new Bullet
Train line needed for the 41-mile commute to Tokyo (it has not been built;
needed land could not be acquired), concern with the risk of shipping jet
fuel to Narita by rail until a pipeline can be laid (residents have accepted
an agreement with airport authorities limiting shipments to a maximum of
28,000 barrels/day, but for only t~ree years).
Narita was to open in 1971; it opened in 1978. Twc additional runways needed if Narita is to accommodate the increased traffic for which it was
developed - cannot be built because 20 ~andowners refuse to sell their land.
The government has had to promise to refrain from forced land expropriations.
Objections to aircraft noise have been met, at the cost of an 11 pm to 6 am
curfew for airport operations (35 ).
A significant outcome of the Narita dis~ute, which is far 1rom over, has
been the forced recognition by officials of the need to consult with local
citizens - a major departure from Japanese tradition (120). Another is
the development of broadly based interest groups with an awareness of
their power to influence the government (35 ).
A third is the
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emergence of a movement espousing the values of a rural, agricultural life,
and demanding the preservation of prime farmland ( 120),
Japan's great dependence on imported oil could be expected to generate interest
in SPS, and oerhaps the desire to participate in order to receive its benefits.
The selection of a rectenna site could lead to a controversy of the sort
Narita is facing) and thus serve to diminish both official and public interest.
Political Consideratio10and Internationa_l Public Acceptance_
The image of the United States in the eyes of the citizens of other nations
will have an unpredictable, but probably substantial, influence on public
acceptance of SPS. If SPS is organized on an international basis, other
governments will be aware of and presumably sensitive to the attitudes of
their citizens or the same issues likely to be of concern to Americans. If
SPS develops as a solely ~nerican program, foreign non-governmental responses
can still be anticipated, but they are likely to be based on a different
assessment of costs, risk and benefits.
To the extent that the United States is seen as a large domineering power
willing to use its economic weight to its exclu~ive advantage, the necessary
international agreements for frequency and orbital assignments could be
difficult to negotiate. Resentment in some quarters of the influence of
giant multi-national corporations could, under certain conditions, expand
to include resentment of SPS. The current criticism in Europe of America's
lack of a coherent energy policy that could lead to substantial reductions
of oil imports contains a lack of sympathy for our large balance of payments
defictt - the problem is to a degree seen as self-created. The need for SPS
could also be seen so, whether or not the parallel is appropriate. The use
by the United States of a finite resource - geostationary orbital slots could then be resented by those who see them being ''wasted" by an energyextravagant America. Other world-wide impacts, such as depletion of scarce
resources to build SP~ upper atmosphere impacts, or coffimunications interference
could be viewed similarly.
Examples of responses on the part of non-~nericans to our actions are well
known. The success of the Apollo program was widely admired. On the other
hand, visits of American nuclear-powered naval vessels provoked demonstrations in Japan; our involvement in Viet Nam was bitterly opposed in many
countries, although the governments of those countries may have been ~ore
politic in their statements.
Any effort to influence international public op1n1on toward SPS, even in
the most benign ways (dissemination of low key, conservatively phrased informational materials, for example), must be approached with extreme caution.
Foreign governments can be expected to react very unfavo~ably to any American
effort to influence their citizens on issues of such a political nature as
SPS, as did the Government of Israel recently when President Carter was
accused of trying to force the current Is rae 1i government from office. Such
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an effort could easily have the exact opposite effect to that intended. The
citizens of foreign countries themselves can be expected to react equally
negatively to any hint that the American government, or a private institution
as large as that which would need to be involved in SPS, is attempting to
manipulate public opinion in favor of American interests.
iECHNIQUES FOR OEALING WITH PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE
The following section addresses the question of what techniques may be available to the SPS program to assess. the multiplicity of impacts, values and
perceived interests that are certain to be affected by the SPS program.
Understanding the concerns and values of the various interests that may
perceive themselves as affected by the program and developing mechanisms
for attempting to resolve the conflicts of competing impact perceptions,
values and priorities must be considered crucial to public acceptance of
SPS.
Two fundamentally different types of techniques are discussed: "passive"
techniques that do not involve dialogue between the analysts and the public
at large, and "active" techniques, which involve procedures for directly
interacting with the public or representative groups for the purpose of
resolving perceived differences of opinion and achieving concensus.
Table III sunvnarizes both the active and passive techniques discussed in
this section, and describes their strengths, weaknesses and applicability
as techniques for use by the SPS program.
fassive Techniques
Cost-Benefit Analysis
Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) is probably the best known and most frequently
used method for evaluation of major programs (171). CBA reduces all factors wh"ich
are included in the analysis to economic terms. Factors which can be assigned
a value directly are evaluated by standard accounting procedures. Factors
such as impacts on human health (e.g. accident rates) or recreational value
(as in a dam project with recreational benefits) are evaluated by resort
to indirect indicators. All inputs to the analysis are summed to establish
the positive or negative net impact (commonly termed net present value) of
the programs; frequently, a figure of merit in the form of benefit/cost
ratio is also developed as a useful parameter for the evaluation of alternative proposals.
Cost-benefit analysis is a very useful technique for narrowly defined programs
with easily identified effects. It is popular, primarily because it is easily
understood and yields very simple results.
There are a number of difficulties with traditional applications of CBA as a
decisionmaking tool for complex programs with wide-ranging impacts. These include:
1) The inability of the procedure to cope with factors which cannot
be readily quantified,
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·TABLE II I

PROGRAM EVALUATION/CONFLICT MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

PASSIVE TECHNIQUES

Name:

Cost-Benefit Analvsis/Risk-Cost-Benefit Analysis

Description:

All impacts, both positive (benefits) and negative
(costs), are quantified and surrmed to estabiish
net impact (positive or negative}.

Strengths/Weaknesses:

Primary strength is that it reduces all impact to
common terms (usually monetary) and produces
results that are easy to understand (usually benefitcost ratio). Weaknesses include inherent difficulty
in quantifying subjective impacts (e.g. aesthetic
effects}; does not deal with effects of diff eri ng
values and priorities on impact perceptions~ does
not address distribution of costs and benefits.

Applicability/Timing:

Minimal as public acceptability technique.

Name:

Public Opinion Polls

Description:

Not needed.

Strengths/Weaknesses:

Primary strength is that it addresses public
response directly. Weaknesses include: choice,
structure and sequence of questions asked can
affect validity of responses; more useful for
current and irrunediate issues than for long-range
future issues; gives attitudes at single point
in time and only repeated polling can address
dynamics of attitude formation and change.

Applicability/Timing:

May be.useful as adjunct to other techniques at
various program phases to deal with specific and
immediate topics.

Name:

Delphi

Description:

Formal procedure relying on opinions of experts,
arrived at in relative isolation, to estimate
future value of parameters of interest. Involves
feedback (providing each participant with mean and
standard deviation of previous group evaluations)
and repetition of expert evaluation. Mean of
values obtained in final round serves as best
estimate.
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TABLE III (continued)

Strengths/Weaknesses:

Allows interaction of op1n1ons while avoiding
risk of strong personalities dominating group
discussion. Weakness (as public acce~tability
tool) is that it av0ids "real world" of achieving
consensus through negotiation and compromise.

Applicability/Timing:

May be useful in near-term policy program
formulation phases before level of knowledge of
affected interests becomes sufficiPnt to use
interactive consensus-building techniGues.

Name:

Priority Tradeoff Scanning (PTS)

Description:

Interactive technique involving affected interest
groups that relies on mathematical analysis of
inputs with feedback of results to participants
in successive rounds of evaluation. Outputs are:
a matrix showing tradeoffs between goals; a matrix
showing tradeoffs between evaluation criteria; and
a matrix indicating where there is willingness to
compromise.

Strengths/Weaknesses:

Strengths are direct involvement of interested
parties and identification of areas where compromise
is possible.
Most effective use would be in
conjunction with techniques that involve direct
negotiation and compromise to build consensus.

Applicability/Timing:

A useful tool in near-term policy/program formulation
phases, both preparatory to and together with more
interactive conflict management techniques. Also
may be useful later in resolving siting-related
conflicts.

ACTIVE TECHNIQUES
Name:

Arbitration

Description:

Most significant point is that findings of arbitrator
must be accepted in advance JS binding on all parties.

Strengths/Weaknesses:

Insurmountable weakness for use in SPS program is
fact that public (interest group) representatives
cannot bind their memberships to comply with negotiated
settlement.

Applicability/Timing:

Not useful.
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TABLE III

(continued)

Name:

Mediation

Description:

Main difference (vs arbitratio~) is that mediator
cannot impose a solution to conflict and that
participation is voluntary.

Strengths/Weaknesses:

Strength is direct interaction and negotiation
among affected interests and th~t process allows
clarification of underlying issues. Weakness is
that mediation will not work if any party is
unalterably opposed.

Applicability/Timing:

May be useful in resolving specific sitingrelated conflicts during facility siting phase.
Related technique, bilateral or multilateral policy
negotiation, considered preferable in policy
formulation phase.

Name:

Bilateral or Multilateral Policy Negotiation

Description:

Involves bringing together interested parties in
workshop setting. Objective is to define importa~t
issues, reach consensus where possible and to clarify
remaining areas of disagreement. Differs from
mediation in that there are no formal mediator3,
although facilitators may be used.

Strengths/Weaknesses:

Affected parties negotiate directly; rule of reason
(as opposed to adversarial courtroom tactics) used
throughout. Some environmental groups, however,
cri ti ci ze approach as rep-r.=senti ng co-option of
environmentalists.

Applicability/Timing:

Useful in near-term policy/program formulation
phase of SPS program.

Name:

Impact Compensation and Site Selection by Competitive
Bid

Description:

Negotiations undertaken with comintinity organizations
of several communities while alternative sites still
being considered and with each community knowing that
the other negotiations are ongoing. Each community
can negotiate for what it perceives as acceptable
compensation in money, civic improvements, impact
mitigation, etc. Project applicant can then select
agreement they find most favorable.
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TABLE III

(continued)

Strengths/Weaknesses:

Avoids problem of distribution of costs and benefits,
where residents of site vicinity oppose project
because of feeling that costs fall most heavily on
them, while benefits are more broadly distributed.
Weaknesses include difficulty to arrive at
enforceable agreement that will bind all parties
and avoid later opposition and technique not yet
tried. in a major program and fact that technique
has not yet been tried in a major problem.

Applicability/Timing:

May be useful to resolve conflicts regarding SPS
facility siting (i.e. rectennas); irrelevant to
policy/program formulation.
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2} The inadequacy of money as a comnon denominator. Individuals vary
in their valuation of costs or benefits as a function of their
earning or asset position in the society of which they are members.
3) The inability of the procedure to define distribution of costs and
benefits. This failing pennits abuse of CBA to benefit a few at
the expense of many, or to benefit many at a cost which is intolerable to the few who bear that cost.
4) The application of economic discounting principles which emphasize
the present at the expense of the future and which may be inappropriate to some of the factors required for a responsible decision.
5) Failure of the technique to fully consider the impact of irreversible coJTmitment of resources. In the case of tne New River Pumoed
Storage Project in North Carolina, for example, the reservoir would
have flooded an area of great historic significance, with an indigenous population which had occupied the area since the 1700's. Both
socially and culturally, the reservoir would have imposed an irreversible change which cannot be monetarized. This example applies
also to item 3 above.

61 The detenninistic nature of the procedure. The factors incorporated

in the analysis are ·predicated on the assumed set of occurrences.
The procedure cannot cope with probabilistic risks of failure or
project-induced catastrophic costs. It also does not deal well
with external costs, which may have to be internalized if litigation
is successfully undertaken by injured parties or opposing intere_st
groups.
·

Risk-Benefit or Risk-Cost-Benefit Analysis
This technique is an extension of Cost-Benefit Analysis, in which costs (determined in the same manner as for CBA) that are associated with an impact of
the program that is uncertain either in magnitude or in frequency of occurrence,
are weighted by the estimated probability of occurrence. Uncertainties to
which an analytical procedure and a history of consequences can be applied
can thus be incorporated to yield both a mean figure of merit and a range
of variance around that mean.
The technique works best with technology-oriented activities in which the
risks are associated with program success or failure in monetary terms, and
in which there is some history of performance in similar programs. Most of
the difficulties encountered in straight CBA also apply to RCBA.
Both procedures are in essence very weak in assessing public response to a
proposed program. This is because of the primary underlying assumption that
a program with a high benefit/cost factor, and therefore good value in economic tenns, will meet with approval. While that assumption is generally
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valid in business terms, it cannot be extended to the question of public
acceptance or favorable response by interest groups, whose concerns may
have little to do with economic factors or who may perceive themselves or
their constituents as recipients of costs but not benefits from the program.
Public Opinion Polls
The public opinion poll is a well-known technique for taking the public
pulse on an issue. The procedure basically involves the use of questionnaires
and trained survey personnel to establish the resµonses of specified publics
to the questions asked, relative to the characteristics (age, sex, income,
etc.~ of the individuals surveyed.
Usually, relatively small numbers of
carefully selected individuals are contacted who are presumed from past
survey results to be representative of much larger segrnents of the public.
Surveys of this sort may address the topic of interest directly, or may ask
questions designed to elicit responses which will indicate the respondent's
attitude toward the topic of interest without directly exposing that topic.
Often, both types of questions are used in an attempt to cross-check for
positive or negative responses to semantic cues, to indicate subconscious
reactions or to determine, for example, specific brand loyalties. The most
sophisticated forms of this type of surveying fall into the category of
motivational research, which has from time to time received bad marks as
an unethical tool for the manipulation of public opinion.
The obvious advantage of public opinion polls is that they address directly
the responses of the public to the topics s11rveye<l, and if properly designed,
also address the reasons for those responses. They can be used either broadly
or very selectively. Obviously, the more comp.lex the poll and the more
people surveye1, the more expensive the technique. A simple poll with a
minimal sample size can be relatively inexpensive; conversely, there is no
limit to the amount which can be spent.
The opinion poll, however, has several disadvantages:
l)

Selection of the public sampled. The applicability of the responses
obtained to the real response to the program is a function of the
people interviewed. They do not select themselves, but are selected
instead by analysts. The decisionmaker is thus dependent on the
judgment of the analysts.

2)

Structure of the survey. The responses of those interviewed can be
affected by the questions asked, and by the way in which those questions are phrased. Again, the decisionmakcr is dependent on those
who assemble the survey.

3)

Knowledge of those interviewed. Public opinion polls work best for
topics on which the knowledge of those i11terviewed is less important
than their opinion or intent, as in an election poll. When the
attitude of the interviewee is not based on knowledge of the topic,
and greater knowledge could affect his opinion, the value of the
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survey is limited. In a recent poll of Wyoming residents concerning
the risks to them of coal mining in their areas (84),
those questioned showed that they did not understand the nature of
boomtown growth problems. This occurred even though the state had
experienced boomtown problems (in Gillette and Rock Springs) which
were well publicized. The respondents showed a belief that it could
not happen to them, and failed to react to specific questions in a
manner consistent with their reaction to general lifestyle questions,
even though a number of the specific questions were phrased in a
manner which would prompt the expected response. Understanding of
srs and its potential impact requires an extensive knowledge of the
concept which few members of the public are likely to have.
4)

Immediacy of the topic. Opinion polls are most useful when the topic
discussed is one of current and serious interest. A study of response
to crisis situations as a function of the distance of the crisis from
the respondent, either geographically or in time (94),
showed an inverse correlation. The further away the event was from
the respondent, the less concerned the respondent was about the event.
The same phenomenon is true of questions about events which will not
occl!r' for a significant period of time; respondents are not much
interested and have correspondingly hypothetical attitudes toward
them.

5)

The dynamics of attitude and changes in attitude. At best, an opinion
poll provides a "snapshot" of public opinion; that is why political
polls are taken so frequently before elections. In an election
campaign, of course, the changes from week to week are as important
to the candidates in running their campaigns as are the absolute
numbers of percentage support. Evaluation of public response to
SPS would require a continuing series of polls if this technique
was attempted.

The opinion poll could be a useful tool if applied in a specific area of interest as a preliminary step to other procedures. As an example, if one of the
consensual conflict avoidance techniques (to be discussed later) was to be
attempted relative to rectenna emplacement in a certain locale, an opinion
poll might be used as one means of ·developing an agenda of concerns.
Goals Achievement Matrices, Judgmental Impact Matrix
A number of other analytical techniques have been developed in recent years
that attempt to evaluate interest group respon~es without reducing all factors
to monetary terms. n.ese techniques, such as Goals Achievement Matrices
( 77 ) and Judgmental Impact Matrices (112), however, still rely on the
insight of the analyst, essentially without direct involvement by those
interests whose viewpoints are of interest.
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Delphi
The Delphi technique (46) relies on the opinions of experts, arrived at in
relative isolation, to provide estimates of the future value of objective
(measurable) parameters. It is a formal procedure which follows a fixed
set of steps, as follows:
1)

Individuals are identified whose knowledge or expertise in the
area of study is adknowledged.

2)

Each individual's opinion about the parameters of interest in
the study is solicited, without any interaction (to the extent
possible) with other experts involved in the analysis. For
example, each person might be asked his opinion on the price
of crude oil on the world market in 1990 or 2000.

3) The mear. and standard deviation of the opinions obtained are
calculated and submitted to the participants and they are asked,
again individually, co ~djust their opinions as they find it
appropriate to do so. Some versions of Delphi also circulate
without attribution a list of written comments from all of the
participants in support of their individual opinions.
4) The process of opinion gathering and feedback of results is
continued for several rounds, or until the changes observed in
the mean and variance of the results become small.
5} The mean of the values obtained in th2 last round of inquiry
is employed as the best estimate, for the parameter studied.
As an analytical tool for estimating the value of a broad range of variables
which cannot be measured, or whose future value is subject to unknown changes,
Delphi has been relative1_v well demonstrated to be superior to the "committee"
procedure for arriving at such estimates, because it permits the interaction
of opinions while avoiding the risk that stronger personalities will dominate
a face-to-face discussion. It has little value as a decisionmaking
procedure, but can be usefully employed in support of decisionmaking
procedures.
Priority Tradeoff Scanning (PTS)
PTS (48 ) is an interactive technique aimed at maximizing the probability
of achieving agreement on a course of action by all the parties involved in
the proposed action. It relies on a mathematical analysis of the inputs to
the process from parties to negotiation, with feedback of the result~ of
that analysis to the parties in successive rounds of program evaluation a~d
to the decisionmakers who must rursue, modify or abandon the program studied.
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The first step in this process is identification of three sets of infonnation:
1) The objectives of the program, which will form part of the criteria
whictf will be used to evaluate the program;
2)

The options available to the decisionmaker in modifying the proposed
program to achieve all or part of the objectives of the program;

3} The groups likely to be impacted by the program. This list must be
as complete as possible, and must include proponents and groups
which are likely to be impacted, either beneficially or negatively,
by the program.
The groups which are involved are provided with information about the program
and
the options identified and are asked to rank the options in two ways: an
11
uncompromised 11 ranking, which scores their attitudes toward
each option
without regard to any overall goal of the program; and a 11 compromised 11 ranking,
whi.ch recognizes the goals of the program. For example, in an energy facility
siting study which utilized PTS (154), the participants were asked to rank
different ways to Q€nerate electricity at a series of typical sites (coastal,
inland, desert, etc.). In the uncompromised ranking, opponents of nuclear
power generation could state their dislike for the process without regard to
the need of society for electrical energy. In the compromised ranking process,
the same parties had to take into account those needs and the advantages and
disadvantages on their own terms of providing that power in various ways in
various places.
The results of this survey process are assembled in three matrices: one
relating to trad2offs between goals, which establishes the priorities which
the various groups assign to those goals; one relating to tradeoffs between
evaluation criteria, which similarly displays the importance of those criteria
to the individual groups; and an interest priority tradeoff matrix, whose
function is to display the places and directions in which the groups would
each be willing to compromise their positions. This infonnation is potentially
of great use to the decisionmaker in negotiating a final set of options and
actions which, while it may only achieve a portion of the original program
goals, will maximize the acceptability of those actions, and therefore, the
likelihood of achieving them.
The technique has no~ been tested in a real 11 go-for-broke 11 program negotiation,
but shows promise as an analytical tool in extending the information value
of other mediation or conflict avoidance procedures if used in combination
with them.
All of the above assessment techniques have one aspect in common: they do
not involve an active dialogue with the public or public interest spokesmen
in an interactive sense. Techniques which incorporate several rounds
of opinion solicitation with intervenin~ feedback to the experts whose views
are solicited (the Delphi procedure (46) and techniques which incorporate it)
do allow for some modification of opinion in response to exposure of the
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opinion-makers to the views of others, but the procedures all avoid the "real
world'' of negotiated agreements involving compromise. This may seem to be
a major shortcoming of these techriques, and in terms of the total process
of goals achievement it is. But the direct evaluation of public response
to a program cannot proceed until the program development process has evolved
to a point where the public and its spokesmen have become aware of the program and its perceived effect on them. Until that time, the essentially
pedagogical techniques vJhich rely on the opinions of well-informed experts
are the best available source of information on the probable public response
to a program such as SPS.
Active Techniques_
There are a number of techniques for dealing with conflicting goals and
attitudes and resolving disputes. Some are well established; others are
new and are still being tested. The newer techniques have arisen primarily
in response to the environmental and land use management laws that have
been passed in the last ten years and the confrontations and litigation
which have occurred in the administration and testing of those laws.
Legal challenges in the courts are of course one means of resolving disputes.
The process is expensive and time-consuming. In addition, the process has
the shortcoming that it results in a winner and a loser; in other words, there
is very little middle ground in a court suit and the resulting ruling. Either
the environment or the proposed progran1 which is challenged on environmental
grounds will lose. Worse, a favorable ruling for the program does not acr.;eve
acceptance of the program by the public or interest groups which oppose it.
They will continue to oppose it, and frequently employ other means of disrupting construction of facilities or implementation of the program, with
inevitable increases in cost, delays in completion and sometimes failure
to achieve the goals of the program. Finally, the true conflicts of interest
which induce court action are frequently not tested ir. the courts because,
though real, they are not litigable. The court action will be joined and
argued on grounds which are litigable. In those situations, it is certain
that regardless of the ruling of the court, nothing will be settled and,
very probably, no one will win.
It is in part these flaws in the traditional court route of conflict resolution that have resulted in the search for other means of resolving disputes,
means which can expose the true bases for conflict and which can utilize
the room for compromise by all parties and avoid the adversary aspect of legal
action. Those techniques are discussed in the following sections.
Arbitration
Arbitration is a well-established procedure for resolution of conflicts of
the sort which arise in labor-management relations. The arbitration of
contract disputes in the settlement of strikes is a familiar occurrence,
and is indeed embedded in some legislation. In the process of arbitration,
the findings of the arbitrator or arbitration panel have the force of law,
and the disputants must agree in advance or be required by law to submit
to the rulings of the arbitrator.
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It is precisely this requirement to abide by the rulings of an arbitrator
on which the arbitration process founders in issues involving pubic concerns.
The public at large cannot be brought to the arbitration table; their interests must be argued by representatives who, because they have no authority
to enforce the resulting settlement on the public, cannot guarantee compliance with the rulings. Further, arbitration works best with only two, or at
most a small number of disputants and a relatively narrow and well-bounded
set of reasons for disagreement. Arbitration of wage disputes, arguments
over work rules and the like, in which subsequent enforcement can be achieved
by means of a contract between the parties, is the typical use of the technique. Where there are many points of view and participants and very little
chance to enforce on all interested parties the negotiated settlement (such
as is the case with SPS), arbitration becomes an empty exercise.
Mediation
The mediation process differs from arbitration in one significant respect and
several lesser ways. The major difference is the lack of authority of the
mediator to impose a solution on the parties to the mediation. Another
potential difference is the number of parties to the action. Arbitration
generally involves at most three or four parties (typically only two) and
involves a binding contractual outcome. Mediation activities can involve
many more factions, and can successfully result in an agreement which binds
only a few of the parties in exchange for the acquiescence of the rest to
~he negotiated outcome.
Finally, mediation is a voluntary process on the
part of those involved.
The greatest volume of experience in mediation rests in the labor field.
Recently, several attempts have been made to extend the mediation process
into the area of environmental disputes, with variable success. In a recent
conference on environmental mediation (121), a serious attempt was made both
to define environmental mediation and to establish a set of criteria which
could be used to identify mediable disputes. Neither effort was totally
successful. One of the more accepted definitions is that of Gerald Cormick,
Di.rector of the Office of Environmental Mediation, University of Washington:
Mediation is a voluntary process in which those involved in a dispute jointly explore and reconcile their differences. The mediator
has no authority to impose a settlement. His or her strength lies
in the ability to assist the parties in resolving their own differences. The mediated dispute is settled when the parties themselves
reach what they consider to be a workable solution (121).
At that same conference, Jerome Barrett, Director of Professional Development for the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, put forward a series
of eight requirements for a mediable dispute. That list, which was ~Y no
means accepted by all participants in the conference, is as follows:
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o Clearly identifiable parties to the dispute with authority to
make changes and to bind others;
o A willingness of all the parties to the dispute actually to bargain on at least some of the issues;
o A desire on the part of the bargainers and their constituencies
to reach an agreement;
o An understanding and acceptance by the bargainers and their constituencies of the concept of representative bargaining;
o Bargainers who understand and keep current with the parameters
of their authority from their constituents;
o Responsible bargainers who are willing to lead as well as follow
their constituency;
o Issues which the parties are able to view not as rights but as
implementations of rights; and
o Some degree of trust in the bargaining process and in the parties' ability to negotiate successfully (121).
Clearly, mediation will not work if a group is unalterably opposed to an
activity. Another situation which is not mediable occurs when one faction
has elected to seek a landmark decision by opposing in court the specific
activity presented for mediation.
One advantage of the process is the opportunity it affords to clarify the
real issues which underlie opposition to a proposed program. Frequently,
the visible arguments of disputants mas~ the real causes of the dispute=
either because the spokesmen choose to emphasize a popular stance in public
or because they themselves are unaware of the implications and potential
consequences of the stance they have taken.

A classic

example of the potential for issue clarification and resolution
of conflicts through mediation is the Snogualmie Dam di:;pute mediated by
the Office of Environmental Mediation of the University of Washin<]ton (38 ).
In this dispute, a farm community and others which had suffered f1ood damage
supported a flood control dam project which was opposed by an environmental
coalition which feared further uncontrolled urban development in the area.
In the mediation process, the farming representatives and environmentalists
both discovered that neither wanted uncontrolled growth and conversion of
farmland to other uses. The environmentalists also discovered the extent of
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their liability in the event of more flood damage as a consequence of their
opposition. A package of conditions for the construction of the necessary
flood control improvements was negotiated which the State of Washington, the
Army Corps of Engineers and all parties to the negotiations endorsed, and
which resulted in a land use management program which SGtisfied everyone.
In sum, when environmental or public interest conflicts do arise, the process
of mediation if carefully applied can be a very useful tool for conflict
resolution.
Impact Compensation and Site Selection by Competitive Bid
One approach to environmental and social impact conflict resolution which
has received considerable study and discussion is the concept of direct compensation. Most proposed programs require the placing of facilities of one
sort or another in specific locations. The acquisition of the necessary
facility sites and the impact of placing those facilities comnonly forms the
bulk of the discussion found in environmental impact studies. It follows,
then that most controversies arise over those impacts and are raised by the
individuals and groups which will be impacted.
The successfully mediated dispute in which the program developer gives up
certain goals and/or undertakes mitigation procedures is in fact an example
of indirect compensation, in the sense that the local c011111unity accepts certain i.mpacts and agrees not to oppose the compromise program in exchange
for the cost to the developer of not achieving all of his goals and paying
for the agreed mitigating measures. The White Flint Mall in Maryland (124)
is an example of thfa situation. In -that successfully mediated dispute ayer
construction of a shopping mall, the developer agreed to a lower height
limit on buildings than was pennitted by the local zoning ordinances, designed larger setbacks and an isolation berm around the mall, and agreed to
provide 24 hour security control of the mall property, among other concessions.
The competitive sit~ selection procedure goes beyond the type of compensution
described above. In this procedure, which has been studied by the Energy
lmpacts Project at MIT (_127), negotiations may be undertaken with a complex
of conmunity organizations (as complete as possible) by a developer before
a final si:te has been selected, i.e., while several potential sites are still
being considered. The groups concerned with each site are negotiated with
simultaneously and with the knowledge that other negotiations are also in
progress. Each group can negotiate for what it perceives as reasonable compensation in any form it wishes, including such items as monetary reimbursement, construction of ci.vic improvements, restrictions on the proposed project,
etc. The proponents of the program can then select the agreement which they
find most favorable.
This process potentially has the advantage that the local citizens in the
area selected for the program have the opportunity to make their best deal
(which presumably they will be satisfied with) and the social costs of the
program are both internalized and, within the context of internalization
of social costs, minfmi"zed.
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There is one major risk to this approach. It is very difficult to arrive
at an enforceable contract of agreement which wi~l bind all parties and avoid
later opposition. For example, a coalition of environmental groups may agree
to the bargain struck, only to reform into a different configuration \vhich
is not bound by the agreement; or one group may split ofr and sue the developer on its own behalf or on behalf of individuals not represented in the
agreement who feel that they have been inadequately compensated or unjustly
impacted.
this d1·awb~ck, the procedure appears to hold consideraGle
promise in some situations. It has not yet been tried in a major program;
only time will tell whether it is a feasible approach to conflict resolution.
Further, in terms of SPS, this technique is designed to deal vii th faci iity
siting conflicts. While it may therefore be useful in specific SPS rectenna
siting proposals, it is not relevant to the overall pre-siting SPS debate.

Notwithsta~ding

Bilateral or Multilateral Policy Negotiation
The title applied to this process is based on the definition of the process
in the recent RESOLVE Conference on Environmental Mediation (121). The technique involves the bringing together in a workshop or task force context
the various parties who hold, and are willing to discuss, differing points
of view and priorities ~oncerning a program or major developmental area.
The objective of the process is definition of those issues which the participants vi evJ as important to the activity and to the society, and th~
development of solutions to those issues on which the participants can agree.
A secondary benefit of the process is calibration of the issues on which the
participants fail to agree in the sense of defining the dimensions of and
reasons for the disagreement.
There are in this form of negotiation r·u formal mediators, thc·ugh facilitators
may be employed, whether they function at large in a workshop environment or
are designated as chairmen of individual task forces or subcommittees. The
rule of reason is invoked for all discussions; this means that all parties
to the discussions abandon all adversary tactics (such as attacks on each
other, withholding of information, arguing out of context and hiding personal
biases) and proceed as if they share a corr:mon goal.
A recent example of this process which appears to have been a notable success
is the recently concluded National Coal Policy Project (103). Even though
the NCPP vJas formed after years of confrontation and litigation between
environmental groups, the coai industry and the Federal government, a great
deal of progress wJs made, both in healing ol~ wounds and in achieving consensus on over 150 is~ues relating to coal extraction and use in the United
States. While a number of issues remain unresolved, those issues and the
reasons why various groups consider them serious are better understood by
all parties to the continuina controversies, which may assist in final
resolution of them in the future. One of the most important results of the
project was significant depolarization of attitudes by the participants.
Both industrial and environmental participants in the program now see their
opponents as far more reasonable and responsible individuals.
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The process cannot guarantee an avoidance of all opposition to a proposed
program; indeed, that is not its function. What it can do, if successful,
is assist in mapping ~ course of action which mdximizes the likelihood that
the major goals on which agreement is reached can be achieved with a minimum
of unnecessary cost or delay. It can also create an atmosphere of cooperation among the responsible representatives of major national and regional
groups which minimizes the opportunity for hard core opponents of the activity
to form alliances and thus weakens any efforts to obstruct what has been
agreed upon as socially progressive activity. Finally, the process yields
a source of policy recommendation to legislators and regulators to wh·ich they
can give serious consideration. Indeed, if the base of participation in such
negotiated agreements is sufficiently broad, the results can serve as a partial
mandate to elected officials.
It should be noted that the NCPP approach is not without its critics in the
environmental movement. Some groups, such as the Environmental Policy Center,
refused to participate in the NCPP, arguing that it represents cooption of
environmentalists by industry and that the adversarial relationship between
these two forces is essential (108). Nonetheless, the NCPP has spurred talk
about trying a similar approach to other issues such as "power plant siting,
energy pricing po 1icy and even nuc 1ear power controversies.
(108).
11

The various techniques discussed above for conflict avoidance, assessment or
resolution obviously have different modes of applicability. Methods for conflict avoidance are appropriate very early in the developmental history of
a program, when a potenti a 1 for controversy about the proposed activity has
been identified and enough information on the program has been developed for
a meaningful discussion bet\-1een factions to take place, but before there has
been much polarization or public taking of hardened positions pro or con.
Conflict assessment procedures, if necessary, apply when a conflict has arisen,
but still prior to the development of serious polarization of opinion. Conflict resolution techniques apply to hardened situations in which t~e Jlternative is court action.
The SPS program has elicited both positive and negative responses in this
country (as described earlier in this paper) and is being taken seriously by
more and more spokesmen for special interests. Little polarization has occurred
to date, and the public support for hardened positions pro or con is very
limited. There is thus no basis for the application of conflict assessment
or resolution techniques. There is, however, a sufficient base of knowledge
about SPS on the part of developers of the program and well-informed commentators for a conflict avoidance activity to proceed in the very near future.
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III.

kEY ISSUES AND GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

It is undeniable that the SPS program can have profound economic, environmental,
social and political implications both for American society and for the international conmunity. The American public is not yet really aware of the program's
existence, much less of some of its possible impacts and implications. The
public abroad almost certainly knows even less about SPS.
Interest groups concerned with energy and environmental issues are becoming
aware of the program's existence and, at least on the level of the staff of
these organizations if nnt their membership. have an idea of at least some of
the project's implications. Some of these groups (e.g. the Citizen's Energy Project, the Solar Lobby) have already taken positions opposed to SPS; other groups,
such as the Sierra Club, have taken no position as yet, although reoresentatives
contacted have expressed concerns about various program aspects.
Many of SPS's natural constituencies (e.g. the aerospace industry, the prospace groups) certainly know about SPS, and, as evidenced by the recent formation of the Sunsat Energy Council, have begunto organize to support the program.
SPS is a mixed bag to groups and individuals opposed to ou~ historical and
current energy policy. Although it is renewable solar energy, at the same time
it is undeniably a ce·ntralized, high technology. "hard" energy source. It
is an alternative to nuclear power, which is increasingly unpopular, yet it
certainly is not the decentralized, "appropriate" scale alternative that many
anti-nuclear groups argue for as alternatives to nuclear energy. It avoids
many of the pollution problems associated with fossil fuels and nuclear energy,
yet it creates other envi:--or:imental prob'lems (e.g. mit:rowaves, high altitude
air pollution). It requires vast amounts of capital, yet so do its alternatives {including widespread use of decentralized solar technologies (119).
If there is one single point that SPS advocates and opponents can agree on,
it is that many of the potential impacts of the SPS program (both environmental
and non-environmental) are not yet well understood, and require further study.
In a number of substantive areas, it is clear that if further research reveals
potentially severe impacts, then SPS is likely not to be a viable energy
option. Corrmunications effects are but one example of this, micro1t:ave thermal
effects on the ionosphere ~~·~ another, high altitude air pollution is a third.
If further research into io1.g term, low level microwave health effects reveals
serious problems, then SPS may not be "acceptable" (although, given the
proliferation of microwave uses in modern society, the implications of this
realization will extend far beyond the energy field).
In the international arena, beyond the anticipated lengthy and difficult
negotiations regarding orbits and frequencies, the perceived military implications of SPS may make the price of developing SPS too high in terms of the
totality of our international relations. If some form of internationalization of SPS must occur in response to the perceived threat to foreign security
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and sovereignty, this might arouse nationalist sentiment in the United States,
so as to make domestic acceptability a dubious proposition.
The centrality of the outcome of ongoing and future rese~rch into SPS relateJ
issues (particularly environmental, health and safety issues) is unquestionable.
However, questions of the credibility uf the research findings (cts well as
disagreements about thresholds of significance for adverse impacts) ~ay well
arise. The Navy enc0untered such problems with its SEAFARER/SAr:GUINE :xtremely Low Frequency submarine communications project, in 2 relevant (to SPS)
area -- radiation r,ealth eff2cts. The ~Javy was acc.us2d by rrojE>ct opponents
of supprrssing unfavorable research findings; even a i'iutional Academy of
Sciences research panel was criticized as biased in its composit1on. This case,
particularly the NAS panel's problems, also reveals another important point: ~o
matter how open, objective and rigorous the research effort, so!'H:: com:nitted
opponents of a project will not accept its results if the findings do not
support their overall positions. In the long run, unless future research
leads to the conclusion by advocates and opponents alike that the program is
not viable (or an unforseen energy research development renders SPS unnecessary), the key to SPS acceptebility is likely to be the comparison between SPS
and alternative scenarios for our future energy supply.
Clearly, ~11 larye scale energy technologies have advantages and drawbacks.
Decisions on the SPS progran1, as does every major energy policy decision,
touch on the funda~ental ~uestions of how much energy we really need to achieve
a particular desired future life style. Further, we must decide what price WP
are willing to pay to achieve this desired future. Inevitably. difficult
choices Must be made in weighing the costs and benefits of SPS, both in its
own terms and in comparison to other energy alternatives.
Involvement in the decision process by interests who rerceive themselves as
potentially affected by SPS is essential, if for no other reason than to
achieve a sufficiently broad political consensus to support these ~:ecisions.
Traditional applicati01s of techniques used to evaluate projects, (e.CJ. CostBenefit Analysis, Risk-Benefit Analysis) founder as public acceptance evaluation
techniques, in part, becduse they do not directly involve in the analytical
process those whose views are of interest. Cost-Benefit Analysis also cannot
deal effectively with differences in impact perceptions that ste~11 from differences in values and priorities and from how costs and benefits are distributed
(i.e. interests who feel they must 2bsorb a disproportionate sl1are of project
costs relative to benefits received). It is important ti;-·;- a public participation
program deveioped for the SPS progrJm be truly educatL..;:;:- ·. as op;Josed to
public relations-orientPd. T~is requires that public participation be based
on balanced, fact~al and timely treatment of th2 scope, objectives, principl2s
and uncertainties of ~he SPS program. A prime objective of public involvement
in the decision-making process is to ensure that the commitment of resources
(financial and other) required by the program is for a program the public really
wants, rather than to "sell" the program to the public.
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Timing
A problem in.applying consensus-building interactive techniques to evaluate
public acceptance issues is that they cannot be used effectively·until a
sufficient level of knowledge about the program in question is ~cquired by
affected interests.
For this reason, it may be advisable to begin near term (i.e. 1979) public
acceptance activities with techniques that involve outside experts (rather than
representatives of affected interests), but that incorporate sever3l rounds of
opinion solicitation with intervening feedback to al low mcditication or views
in response to exposure of the views of others. The Delphi approach and the
Priority Tradeoff Scanning (PTS) system,which also uses feedback mechanisms,
are examples of this approach, which was discussed earlier.
The second major effort appropriate to the near-term is a study program similar
to the National Coal Policy Project (NCPP). Such a program should involve
environmental and public health advocates, social commentators on technology
impact, the proponents of SPS from industry and the sci er.·~ ifi c community,
labor representatives.~1d governmental representatives from pivotal federal
agencies, if that is possible. As with the NCPP, the rule of reason (as
opposed to the adversarial rules of the courtroom) should be applied, and
the objective of the study should be consensus on the policies for implementation of SPS and the focusing on issues which it ;s not possible to resolve
without further study.
Obviously, the unresolved issues will have to be examined further, both to
satisfy the concerns of public irterest representatives and to provide inputs
to the program-level env~~onmental impact statement which will be required
when Congressional authorization and appropriation of funds is sought for
large-scale development.
At such time as funds are sought for larqe-scale develop~ent of SPS component
technology, which is scheduled at present to proceed throughout the 1980's, an
environmental impact statement will have to be prepared and public hearings
held. This is an approprictte time to initiate periocic seminars or symposia
for the purpose of public education about SPS. The state of development of the
technology, approaches to r~solution of potential issues of int~~est to the
public and the probable im~rlcts of the system (adverse and beneficial),
are the appropriate topics of these symposia. The U.S. Government will be
continuing its efforts to ob~ain agreement internationally on orbital assignments and communications frequency considerations durinq this period. The
symposia will serve the additional purpose of identifying additional public
concerns and the reasons for them, and will aid in training a cadre of personnel
in the skills required for negotiation of conflicts. While the focus of the
symposia will still be primarily national, the regions which are imoacted by
elements of the SPS development program, and those regions likely to be affected
by future deployment, are appropriate areas in which to hold general interest
sessions.
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The finalization of a design for SPS and definition of the prcgram to manufacture, transport into space and deploy a prototype system will mark the
beginning of a new phase in the SPS system. A site will have to be selected
for construction of a rectenna to receive the energy transmitted by the prototype SPS, as will a site for launch and recovery operations. A new EIS and
public hearings will be required at the beginning of the prototype deployment
phase. In addition to any ongoing national discussion of SPS,there will be a
new local focus associated with site- or ·region-specific impacts of the system.
Corrrnunity conferences are an appropriate step in candidate rectenna siting
areas. It may be possible, in the event of opposition in those areas, to
apply the "competitive bid" techniques being studied at MIT in achieving
acceptance of a site for the rectcnna. Alternatively, a mediation activity
may be required to isolate the reasons for opposition and to establish a
course of action which will satisfy the concerns of the local public and local/
state organizations.
The same problems idll have to be faced in all deployment areas in the post2000 period as were encountered in the prototype phase. The techniques and
skills which were developed in coping with problems wiil have to be applied
in each new deployment configuration. Hopefully, a trair:t:'?d cadre of personnel
will be available to administer the public acceptance ~spects of the full
deployment phase.
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IV.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The potential for ultimate public acceptance of the SPS program can not be
properly assessed on the basis of currently available information. To enlarge
our understanding of the ·issues involved, areas appropri~te_for additional
research during the coming year are identified below. It should be noted that
many of these research areas cannot lead to conciusive answers during FY 79;
they will, however, provide valuable data on evolving public attitudes toward
matters directly relevant to SPS.
1)

A further refinement of public acceptance issues should be made,
with the goal of more clearly understanding the source of the
potential controversies. Distinctions shoul~ be made among controversies stemming from differing values and priorities, genuine
technical uncertainities, perceptions based on a lack of information,
misinformation, skepticism of published information, etc. Changes
it1 public perceptions as a result of newly available data, altered
social, political or other conditions, and for a variety of other
reasons, will require ongoing reassessment of the nature and degree
of interest group corcerns.

2)

Current public controversies surrounding the development of other
major projects and programs that involve relevant (to SPS) impacts/
acceptance issues should be examined. Major energy projects are an
obvious example; 'ther controversial projects such as dams and
various military programs (PAVE PAWS, the MX missile system) also
are relevant. The focus of these studies should be on the relevant
substantive issues, tne participants (e.g. interest groups, public agencies)
involved, the behavior of the groups involved (the project sponsor,
supporters and opponents), and the nature and forum for the
resolution of the conflict. In the context of international projects,
the success of, and public reaction to, the joint U.S./European
Space Lab project should be monitored as an i ndi ca tor of the workability
of ir.ternational cooperation on complex space projects.

31

Public attitudes and governmP.ntal response to a number of issues should
be monitored and analyzed. These include:
a)

The radiation health issue. Both the microwave issue and the
low-level ionizing radiation controversy must be studied.
Important questions include: how serious doc~ the public
percetve each of the two low-level radiation problems to be?
does the public recognize the distinction between ionizing and
non-ionizing radiation, or are they .:;een as the same problem?
what should be done about microwave exposure standards?

b)

Cormnmications interference issues (e.g. Senator Goldwater's
recently introduced bill on the subject and subsequent committee
hearings).
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c)

Potential man-caused damage to the ozone layer.
This issue first
surfaced with the U.S. SST, became more prominent with aerosol
sprays, and, although currently dormant, may 1..;e 11 re~merge to
prominence.

4}

Emerging developments in the field of conflict mancgernent and resolution
should be examined carefully. Both successful and unsuccessful
applications of these techniques to actual controversies should be
studied to see what lessons they may hold for the SPS program.

5)

The evolution of public attitudes toward space exploration/
utilizatfon and towards science and technology in general should be
studied. Of primary interest here is the movement in society that
increasingly sees technology as a mixed hless·ing.

6)

The progress of the ongoing intern~tonalization of the environmental
movement should be monitored, The emphasis should be on where
environmental movements are emerging, what issues these movements
coalesce around (such as nuclear power) and how the U.S. is viewed
by en vi ronmen ta 1is ts abroad in terms of en vi ronrnenta 1 and energy
issues.

7)

A comprehensive plan of SPS program public acceptance activities

over the next two years should be developed. This should include
systems for monitoring media (print and electronic) reports on SPS
and related issues (including the foreign press). It also should
include such activities as developing a detailed roster of interests
(interest groups and individuals) potentially affected by tt1e SPS
program. Such a roster can serve to identify potential par·ticipants
in a non-adversarial, consensus-building program similar to the
National Coal Policy Program.

A longer term study might focus on anticipated public reaction to the siting
of SPS-related facilities (particularly rectennas). A more detailed list of
potential site-specific impacts and issues would be developed. Studies of
potential acceptability in several representative sample siting areas
(in different geographical regions) and, perhaps offshore could then be carried
out.
A second long-term study effort that may be usefully undertaken relates to the
possible reaction of the American public to proposals that SPS should be
internationalized in some way. For example, public reaction to Third World
proposals that ocean bottom mineral resources must be shared by all nations
regardless of who can exploit them, can provide v~luable insights.
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APPENDIX
POTENTIAL SPS PROGRAM IMPACTS ON "QUALITY OF LIFE"
Following is a preliminary list of the ways in which the SPS program could
affect the "quality of life 11 • Both environmental and non-environmental
factors are included. This list was developed from a review of the SPS
program documents (e.g. the 1977-1980 Program Plan, studies performed
under contract to DOE or NASA). Because the SPS program is a 11 concept 11
rather than a well-defined 11 program 11 or "project", comprehensive
evaluations of actual program impacts (environmental and others) do
not yet exist. Thus, this list represents areas where impacts are
anticipated; the nature and magnitude of these potential impacts is
~s yet unknown.
Further, additional analysis may uncover impacts
beyond those included here. Thus, this impact list should not be
considered definitive. For these reasons, a thorough comparison of impact
predictions developed through technical analyses and impacts perceived by
concerned interests as likely to occur is not yet possible. The tension
between actual and perceived impacts is crucial to public acceptability;
thus this kind of comparative assessment should be performed as the
program impact analyses become available.
The list of impacts was developed prior to the review of non-program
literature and informal contacts with various concerned interest groups
that provided the basis for the description of public acceptance issues
presented in Section II of this report. Generally there is close
correspondence between the general areas of anticipated impacts and
the major acceptance issues reported in Section II, in the sense that
no major acceptance issues were discovered which were totally unanticipated.
The impact list in this Appendix, however, contains many potential sitespecific impacts associated with various phases of program development
such as resource extraction and processing, manufacturing operations,
transportation of raw materials and finished products, and development
of launch and recovery and rectenna facilities. As was indicated in
the body of this report, public awareness and concern about siting-related
issues will become most important when the SPS program approaches the
facility siting stage. At present, both program-related studies and
public concerns are focused much more on broad policy and impact issues
that relate to the fundamental viability of the SPS progra!::, rather than
on issues such as precisely where and under what conditions program activities
should occur.
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Ecosystem Effects
Stenvning from:
- Resource extraction
- Economic/population growth in areas where resource extraction occurs
- Development of new or expanded manufacturing facilities for SPS
components, etc.
- Economic/population growth in areas where manufacturing takes place
- Transportation infrastructure improvements to transport materials
and produ.:ts
- Transportation operations effects
- Development of launch and recovery facilities
- Economic/population growth in launch/recovery vicinity
- Microwave rectenna facility construction
- Economic/population growth in rectenna area(s)
- Launch and recovery operations (impacts on species/habitats)
- Mi'crowave exposure (within beam and nearby) from SPS power beam
- Climatfc changes (rectenna "heat island" in desert)
- Development of power transmission corridors from rectenna sites
- Ozone depletion leading to increased terrestrial ultraviolet
radiation levels
Air Quallty Impacts
Stemning from:
-

Resource extraction
Economic/population growth in resource extraction areas
Manufacturing oµerations
Economic/population growth in manufacturing vicinities
Transportation infrastructure improvements for materials and products
Transportation operations
Development of new or expanded launch and recovery facilities
Economic/population growth in launch and recovery areas
Rectenna construction
Economic/population growth in rectenna vicinity
Launch and recovery operations emissions

Climatic Changes
Sterrming from:
-

Ground clouds and local heating from launch operations
Localized heating in area of rectenna sites
Possible regional and global climatic changes
Modifications to atmospheric electric fields caused by microwave
beam, leading to 11 enhanced local thunderstormsH
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Noise Impacts
Stenming from:
-

Launch and recovery operations (.including sonic booms}
Resource extraction and processing operations
Materials transport infrastructure improvements
Materials product transport
Ground facilities construction (manufacturing, rectenna, launch
and recovery facilities)

Water Quality/Availability
Stenming from:
-

Resource extraction and processing
Manufacturing operations
Transoortation infrastructure improvements
Population/economic growth in areas of:
1)
2)
3)
4)

resource extraction and processing
launch and recovery
manufacturing
rectenna sites (conceivably could be big problem for
relocating industry to rectenna areas)

- Launch and recovery operations - toxic substances
Waste Disposal

(Solid, liquid, toxic)

Stenming from:
- Resource extraction and processing, manufacturing, transportation,
infrastructure improvements, transport operations, launch and
recovery facility development, launch and recovery operations (toxic},
rectenna construction and operation
- Growth (economic and population) associated with each of the above
activities
Land Use Effects
Sterrming from:
-

Resource extraction
Growth in resource extraction and process1ng areas
Manufacturing operations
Growth in manufacturing areas
Transportation infrastruction improvements (materials and product)
Power transmission Rights of Way
Launch and recovery facility development
Rectenna development and operation
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Disruption to existing and planned land use patterns in areas of
each of above program activities
Economic Effects
Sterrming from:
- Employment/business stimulus in areas of:
l)
2}
3}
4}

resource extraction and processing
manufacturing
launch and recovery
rectenna(s)

- Disruption of existing economic base in above areas and strain on
public finances to cope with rapid growth
- Productive utilization of high technology/aerospace industrial base
- Development of space industrialization - a new industry
- Improved balance of trade (reduced energy imports and possibly export)
- Increased import dependence and degraded balance of trade during
development and construction for materials that must be imported
Social Effects
Sterrrning from:
- Relocation of populat~on (away from rectenna sites)
- Centralization of society stemming from centralization of energy supply
- Social disruption from growth/urbanization in rural areas (e.g. expanded
resource extraction, construction and operation of rectennas)
- Degraded quality of life (amenity levels) in rural areas
(e.g. aesthetics, environmental quality, perceived increased risk levels
near rectennas}
- Denial of access to rectenna sites previously used for recreation
(e.g. desert and Off Road Vehicle users)
Priorities for resource (money} use affected, i.e. large sums spent on
SPS mean other priorities foregone
Cultural Resources (including Native American issues}
- Related directly to land requirements for each of the following
activities:
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o
o
o
o
o

Resource extraction and processing
Manufacturing
Materials transport and associated infrastructure improvements
Launch and recovery site
Rectenna sites

Public Health and Safety (Non-Microwave)
- Ozone depletion (leading to increased UV radiation and increases in
skin cancer rates) from launch, flight and recovery operations
- Climatic modifications coupled with launch vehicle emissions in
launch and recovery area
- Exposure to toxic exhaust emissions from launch operations
Health effects of outer atmospheric changes (free electron destruction
from orbital transfer operations, reaction control and station keeping)
- Water quality, air quality, waste disposal, hazardous materials transportation - from mineral extraction, processing, manufacture and
fabrication and ground facility activities
- Lower level electromagnetic radiation from power transmission lines
from rectennas to utility grid
Public Health and Safety (Microwava)
- Microwave beam loss of control leading to irradiation of people in
beam path
- Long-term/low level exposure in rectenna vicity (outside buffer zone)
- Side lobe and grating lobe microwave radiation from power beam
Worker Safety
Stenvning from:
-

Resource extraction and processing
Manufacturing
Exposure to toxic/hazardous substances at launch and recovery site
Space construction personnel (cosmic and microwave radiation)
Rectenna operations personnel

Cost Issues
- High capital cost for whole system
- High front end costs before any system power ou~put
- High cost risk - many dollars must be invested before feasibility/
practicality of concept proved (shared with, but less than fusion)
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- In intervening time before SPS operational, there might be
technological breakthroughs that provide significant energy at
lower cost, making SPS economically unviable
- Although initial investigations indicate economic feasibility in
tenns of competitive (with other sources) electricity costs to consumers,
uncertainities in cost of system (and consequently of SPS power) cost risks - may be an issue. Opponents say SPS cost analysis is
unrealistic and biased
Resources

(Availability, Cost, Import Reliance, etc.)

- Resource availability to other users (competition) both regionally
for materials such as concrete, and potentially nationally for
critical materials
- Resource cost impacts to competing users
- Resources which require increased production
- Resources requiring increased import levels - effect on balance of
trade, increased import reliance, and decreased assurance of supply
(e.g. imports from South Africa, Rhodesia international pariahs - or
from unstable LDC's)
- Public funds? Public and private funds in an undefined mix? undefined at present
Financing and Management
- Potential impact on capital markets of ra1s1ng required capital
- Publicly managed? quasi-public chartered corporation? utility consortia?
intennittent public or private consortia? undefined
Conmunications Effects
Stemming from:
- Ionosphere changes caused by launch vehicle emissions of H? & H20
- Ionosphere changes caused by emissions from Orbital Transfer
Vehicle (OTV} of either H o & H? (if chemical) or argon ior. and other
charged particle electron 2intercictions (ir argon)
- RFI/EMI from microwave beam
o incide11tal energy falling outside beam;
wide electronic effects

possible hemispheric

o Spurious emissions outside beam frequencies
o Interference with users of frequencies at/near SPS center
frequency at 2.45 GH and at/near first several harmonics of center
frequency
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- Ionosphere changes caused by microwave beam thennal effects (effects
on signal propagation (outages] scintillations impacts on s£tellite
c011111unications (fading)
(Problems may stem from 30 year continuous on microwave beam and
from geostationary orbit that means no dilution because of fixed
location}
- Competition for geostationary orbital assignments and frequency
allocations with other domestic users (private and public)
11

11

International Acceptance Issues
- Geostationar.,y orbital assignments (including assurance of long-tenn
availabilityl. Must be done through International Telecommunications
and other international agencies. Competition with international
and foreign satellite systems.
- Frequency allocations - must be obtained through ITU. Competition
with other users in crowded 2.45 GH (and its hannonics) frequency
bands
- Unifonnity of standards for microwave exposure
- Safety-microwave beam control to prevent accidental irradiation from
beam; range safety/space debris impacting other countries
- Communications interference (RFI/EMI for international and foreign
systems; from ionosphere changes, and from satellite monitoring and
. contra l procedures)
- Possible international perception of system as potential weapon (or
secretly adaptable to military use}
- International participation, e.g. possible international (multi-national)
involvement in financing and operational management and control
Other International Issues

(International implications, not necessarily
international acceptance)

-- Vulnerability of system to attack by foreign country (pr terrorists}
- Balance of trade - potential for export of energy by beaming to
rectennas in other countries, or for export of SPS technology
Other Issues
- National energy policy (with major social implications)
o Hard (centralized} vs. soft (decentralized} energy future; SPS
represents hard alternative, but at same time is renewable
energy
11

11

o Use of renewa5le energy source (solar) on largest (currently
conceivable) scale
- Stimulus to space exploration/utilization programs
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o the "high frontiers"- a challenge/opportunity for the national
species, for mankind
o a way to capitalize on past and current investment (e.g. Apollo
Space Shuttle) in space programs to address a vital societal need energy supply
-Maintenance of U.S. as a leader in high technology (the emerging 11 R & D
Ga~'); also utilization of national human and organizational resource
(aerospace establishment)
-Corollary issue - anti-technology movement; high technology as dehumanizing
-Technology spinoffs - e.g. improvements in solar photovoltaic
technology
-Regional competition potential - which regions get SPS power (rectenna
sites) alternatively, which areas avoid rectenna siting
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